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I pon the following townships or tracts of land not liable to be taxed
in any town the following assessments for
county tax of 1907 were
made by the County Commissioners of OXFORD
County on the 29th
days of March. 1907.

•J,rase Moderate.

^iHARLKS

BARNES,

P.

Attorney at Law,

Norway. Me.
RyenM,o Block.
Telephone Connection·.
BUCK.

L.

,,

Surgeon Dentiet,
sUl'Til

MAINE.

EUS,

PA

Work
All my be*

warranted.

Hviiw—'J to 12—1 to 4.

Law,

MAINE.
a Specialty

collection»

Hurne Β c i.

iiKKKU hi A PARK.
Attorneys at
tsn-iKL,

S.

Law.

MAIN*.

Kller./ C. 'ark.

A't'tlaoa K. Merrick.

liARLOW,

\ttorney at Law,

MAINE.

DIXHKM).

«'RhiKTA WHEEL**,

Attorneys and Counsellor· at Law,
»LTil

J»ijk

s

PARIS. MAINS.

Alton C. Wheeler.

Wrtjcht.

J. H. STUART &

CO..

NUINfcERS AND SURVEYORS,
street. South Parle, Maine.

CIML

Mar* and Plans made to order.
f c■·■ tlmberlande an·! pocket uiape of
>li,
«tcb couotv for <<ale.
Γ
1 here of the Atlaa of Maine.)

Co.,

Wm. C. Leavitt

Me.

Norway,

14 Main St.,

Hardware, Stoves,
and Ranges.
Pipe Repairing,

All Kind» of

Lead

and Iron.

Tclephouc 1:14-11.

NASH,

J. WALDO

Licensed Taxidermist,
MASONIO BLOCK,
NORWAY.

Trlephons Connection.
HOLLISTER 3

Rocky Mountain Tea Nuggets
λ B.ij ilthdut 1er Liaj ΡβορΙ».
Q.;i*a Health aad E»aev«d Vigor.

S:

A ■.'.w'-'flo f>r C uitipatiou, ln<li^»ition. Lire
*■ I K. lory Troublait. Pimple·. Foiom», Impure
: Γ » ] Breath. Slutcc'ah Bouets, H·»» lach*
ί
a
iUokacbe. lt'»Ri>cky Mountnin Tea in tab·
Genuine made by
1»· f >rm. 8Λ tents a bo*.
!i 'U.iarsa Daru Company. Madi«'>n. 'Wis.

60LD£M NUGGETS FOR SALLOW PEOPLE
Λ

TTT

1

w

ooru

3

uuu,

Slab Wood,

A. W. Walker & Son's,

CATARRH

Τ

T.

T.

In til It·
there
»-K' .Id be cleauii&eaa»

E»}*» Cream Balm

eta)*··, «nothe» and he il»

T.

'he d.*«ve<i membrane.
It c are· ratirrh aol drh ee
a cold la the head

1«cUy.

Cream Balm ia placed Into the noetrila, spread·
em ihj siex >tuae and ie absorbed. Belief la imm- .at.aadacure follow*. It le aot drying—doe·
not produce uiiMiiag. Large Sise, M enta et Drug·

oiatl; Trial Size, 10 ceata by mail.
iu.Y BUOTUSK3, M Warren Street, Mew York.
b*

Lot

of Pi umbing Goods.
The best of
oak woodwork for closets. No old
goods. Call and *ee this line. Job
No
bing promptly attended to.
charge for team.

Norway,

Longley,

Maine.

^>X->:xHX)<HXHXK)OOOOCKKKKX>0
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I If Your Eyes
Trouble You

Remember immediate relief awaits them HERE—
that permanent relief, so
seldom experienced.
You owe your Eyes proper care. It's
your first duty
to the foremost blessing of
nature to have them examined by a competent Optician. We are thoroughly
competent and shall gladly
tell you what the trouble
is and the remedy.

EXAMINATIONS FREE.

RICHARDS,

S.
Uraduate

Optician,

South Paria.

For Service
right good Berkshire Boar, just
right size. Service fee $1.00

A
the

A. K.

JACKSON,

South Paris, Me.

w· Do all Kindt of.
JOB PRINTING.
I & F<

more or

7.

V

Nasal

L. M.

95

less

1 42

83

less

>1

nr

....A

util.!

tnwnqhln

1 92

1 42

1 90
95

95
95

95
95
95
95
47

II
34
86
19

T.

T.

T.

T.

T.

less

...

McC. Macy. In
by H. W. Dunn and contains

179 38

11 78

Sy theUmtagof

_

less

24 In said surbeing
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of. of
said surplus made by
according to a survey and plan
l>e owned by
to
is
reputed
Said lot
L McC. Macy. in 1905.
fifteen acres, more
A. Marston and contains one hundred
or

less

of. being an irregular tract
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part
bounded and
said
of land lying in the west part of at a surplus,
point on the Andover
described as follows: Beginning
from tbe point
southeasterly
rods
375
about
road
and Upton
the north line of said Andover
at which said road crosses
"■—η»
more or ι»··· thence
North Surplus; thence northerly 35 rode,
,1ee8iethj53i?
or
lew; thence southerly 9t rod",
more
225
easterly
the east side of said
to
rods
180
more or less; thence westerly
thence nortnwesieriy
northwesterly muu»
road; tnence
Andover and Upton road;
V^Y
said surplus, accord
the Mint of beginning, being lot 7 in
made by
survey and plan of said surplus
Ïïf-.O in 1906 Said lot Is reputed to be owned by Charles

15 27
t

3 21

11 63

and
part of. being lots 41. 44, 45 said
aJtvvvtpr NORTH SURPLUS,
and plan of
according^to
J»

mrolui.

ΜΛ

lfccy.

a

m

survey

1906.'

SsJd lot. are re-

34

1

95

one

hundred sixty-four

less

more or less
NO. 4. R. 3, W. Β. K.

P., (Lower Cupsuptic), in common and»
T.
said township
undivided, according to a survey and plan of is
reputed to
Said township
in 1860.
Barker,
Noah
made by
of Public
exclusive
contains,
and
be owned by Coe & Plngree
Lot. twenty-one thousimd acres, more or less
me entire townT. NO. 5, R. 3, W. Β. K. P., (Parkertown), being
and the State Lot,
ship. with the exception of the Public Lot
lots set off by
of
the
3
number
so called, said State Lot belnR
the SuJohn M. Wilson, et als. Commissioners appointed by
Said town1849.
in
Oxford
County,
for
Court
preme Judicial
owned
be
to
by the
hip. with the exceptions noted, Is reputed
three hunBerlin Mills Co., and contains twenty-two thousand
less
dred ninety-seven acres, more or
the State
T. NO. 5, R. 3. W. Β. K. P.. (Parkertown), part of, being
lot number 3
Lot. so called, in common and undivided, beingCommissioners
als.
et
M.
Wilson,
John
of the lot set oft by
Pnnntv
in me uxiuru <_uuin..»
three hundred
to be owned by Coe & Plngree and contains
twenty acres, more or lese
and
P., (Upper Cupsuptic), in common
T· NO. 4, R. 4, W. Β. K. to
a survey and plan of said township
undivided, according
is reputed to
Said
township
al.
et
Ballard,
made by Ephralm
exclusive of Public
be owned by Coe & Plngree and contains,
acres,
Lot, twenty-flve thousand nine hundred eighty-seven

less
NO. 5, R. 4, W. Β. K. P.,
ship with the exception
so called, said State Lot
John M. Wilson, et als,
more

or

(Lynchtown), being the entire townof the Public Lot and the State Lot,
by
being number 2 of the lots set offSuCommissioners appointed by the
County, In 1849. Said townOxford
for
Court
Judicial
preme
to be owned by the
ship, with the exceptions noted. Is reputed thousand one hunBerlin Mills Co., and contains twenty-three
less
or
more
acres,
dred fifty-six
of. being the State
T. NO. 5, R. 4. W. Β. K. P., (Lynchtown). part
being lot number 2
Lot. so called, in common and undivided,
et als, Commissioners
of the lots set off by John M. Wilson,
Judicial Court for Oxford County.
appointed by the Supreme
of said lot recorded in
in 1849, according to a survey and plan
Deeds. Said lot is reputed to
the Oxford County Registry of
three hundred twenty
be owned by Coe & Plngree and contains

3 00

18

2

172

92

more

or

less

in common and undivided.
NO. 4, R. 5, W. Β. K. P., (Oxbow),
owned by the American Realty
Said township Is reputed to be
of Public Lot. nineteen
Co., et als, and contains, exclusive
acres, more or less
thousand eight hundred forty-eight
in common and unT. NO. 4. R. 6. W. Β. K. P., (Bowmantown),
be owned by the Ameridivided. Said township Is reputed to exclusive
of Public Lot,
can Realty Co., et als, and contains,
twenty-four thousand acres, more or less
to a
T. NO. 5. R. 5, W. Β. K. P., (Parmachenee), according
made by Ephralm Ballard, et
survey and plan of said township
the
bv
owned
be
to
reputed
Is
Said township
al., in 1794.
Lot, twenty*
Berlin Mills Co., and contain*, exclusive of Public
or less....
more
acres,
ninety-nine
one thousand live hundred
of, being lots 5, 6, 17, 18. 26, 27
BATCHELDER'S GRANT, part the
First Division of said grant.
and 28. in what is known as
owned
be
by Mrs. Luclnda E. Bean
to
are
lots
reputed
Said
less
and contains seven hundred acres, more or
First Division of
BATCHELDER'S GRANT, part of, being the
of lots 5. 6. 17, 18,
Batchelder'e Grant, with the exception
E. Bean. Said
L.
Mrs.
26, 27 and 28, said to be owned by
Brothers and conland is reputed to be owned by Hastings
three hundred
thousand
two
noted,
tains, with the exception
eeventy-six acres, more orMess
lots
in what is
certain
BATCHELDER'S GRANT, part of, being
»rnnt
nu follows:
follows: Lots
LotS
as.
aa the Second Divisionof «ÏÏ gnmt

94 54

/

48 39

127

141

73

322 08

288 92

3 96

290

53

238 97

3

30

179 23

206 40

222 90

6 02

20 43

~

known
lots 1 to 5,
inclusive. In the first range; the fractional
1 to
lvinc northerly of said first range; lots 1 to _5, lnclu-

88

112

43

5

87

2 45

1

60

slve, in the
in the eighteenth ranee;
enteeruh range; lots 1 to 5, Inclusive,
the south part of said Second
in ilio
lots All
also the following 1UIS
lots 5, gore south
Division, and not included in any range:
26. 27. 29. 30. 33 and
of lot 5. lots 6. 7. 8. 9. 19. 20. 23, 24. 25, owned
be
by the Hastto
are
lots
reputed
34. Said described
thousand two hundred six
ings Brothers and contain ten
8778
less
or
acres, more
being certain lots In what Is1
BATCHELDER'S GRANT, part of,
Lot
as
follows:
said
of
grant,
known as the Second Division
thirteenth range; lot 1 In the
In the tenth range; lot 3 In the
In the south pajrt of
seventeenth range; also the following lots
in any range; lots 10,
said Second Division, and not Included
ninety acres, more
hundred
five
contain
lots
21 and 22. Said
5 07
or less
13.872.
Grant,
Batchelder's
of
Total acreage
Treasurer.
PASCAL P. GILMORE, State

fofiowlne

ovuvii

63

1 35

89

1Q&

A Dr. mati; Child.
-on was ιw<> or three .rears
Y.T.on
oM tie v.*a ·■ e.ite«i In ΙιΝ hi b chair at
the table <·.. i. .·. torn Imiter cakes and
ii'oi.ts.-t·.;. uf vvljh'j he was fon.l. After eaiinr as ii.r.ny cal.es as were good
fur hlia Jie was 1 »!<> he could have uo
iJeavlnr η great mUIi. he took
n;ore.
t!»e plate In Ικ»ί1ι hands and licked all
Ί hen, looking steadthe uiolassee off
ily at the plate ns he held It up before
him, he said for! >usly, "I ain't rot no
uiore use for you," and threw it back
over his head to the floor, where It
broke to

pieces.—Chicago

Tribune.

The Fi"ntin-j Lorrmi: 3.
If the
powers were p:·»
portioned l hi; pluck, (he lemniln
woiiltl make tulips lively for the
hunter. It attacks with reckless fury
the harinlc. s jinxscrl'". One of Μι«·«ο
lier tint·ι a rat. will as
creatines.
sail wlthoi t a second thought a couple
of human !<eî» :.i ν»···1·:Μ!η ; 1.7» pounds
It will r.;.r n·; to one's knee*
a. Ir< e.
barkiu'i aijd ulrlny, and in pm'bliud
fury f:ill hack '"all eals np" ti> the
earth, only to r."»nsw the .:'.iack n.^ain
a:nl a;:aln. One day while one lemmitri \vh:i Hying at no a:io;her from
1·. smnM stream Joined In the

heyend

Waste in the Wash of Manure.

ΡΙϋ'.ΈΞΠ

COURT

t!rt:'onHt ration nnd presently
RuMian Jurymen.
I was
across to ;;et to close quarters.
The most Incredible stories hare been
first f:ill Into
the
that
niro
not
told of Russian Jurymeu. Thus the
tlij water wjij not nccli'ental. lait
foreman of a jury declared he would
t'ilnk κ a. since once there I'
uot send a poor fellow to prison be- hnrfllr
came straight to tho charge.—"TVHti
cause It happened to be his (the Juryman's) birthday. Another jury had Norway."
agreed upon a verdict of guilty when
Th· Inspeotor'a Llf·.
the church tells l>egau to ring. They
Caller—I'd think that your father's
revised their verdict because a holiwould be
day had begun. A burglar was allowed duties as building Inspector
round unsafe
to go free because the man whom he awfully dangerous going
Son of the House—
had robbed hnd refused to lend hlui buildings. Small
he doesn't go near 'em till after
money. This In the opinion of the jury oh, no;
they fall down.—Life.
waa a direct incentive to crime.

ewn 1·

General Debility

Day in and day ont there Is that feeling
of weakness that makes a burden of itself.
Food does not strengthen.
Sleep does not refresh.
It Is bard to do, hard to bear, what
should be easy,—vitality is on tbe ebb, and
tbe wbole system suffers.
For tbis condition take

Hood's Sarsaparilla
and

It vitalises tbe blood and gives vigor
tone to all tbe organs and functions.
In usual liquid form or In chocolated
tablets known a· •arMtab·. 100 doses fl.

prices

Boatman'· Story of the Antic· of
the Littto People.
Ilpce Is a modern fairy story from
(rei.-md: "One day ab:»stt twenty years
igo," writes a c:irie»p >ndent. "I wu*
esliin^' fro in a It at ο» i/iugh L'erg.
( inquired of n..v lioutmcu if tliey had
At lirst. fearing to
J ver seen fairic,.
he la nulled at. they wonted the idea,
but one of them l >l<i the following:
"On a Sunday lie was returning a'ler
nwss and stood wi;li a frl »ud nailed
Sullivan ou the bri.i .e of Kliiuloe.
Looking toward a (κ* at·» Held on the
to the east
Rlope of the rising ^
of the town, η Held ν 'ιί· h ! e was a υ le
to point out from tîm boat, he saw
issuing from the llss a troop of 'little
people,' one being distinctly taller than
the rest. At tiret titey *<·«·(! »· 1 rather
blurred, then ίο û «li'tin< t inpes and
began to | lay the nation i! game of
hurley among the bare jotato rlg«.
He called buliivaus « I ten* ion to them,
but for some lime his frlcn 1 couid nat
see them, then said he corn !, an 1 tliey
watched the game together for a I! ;.e.
Then the :a.n went in. :;ti ! the fairies,
moving t«·'.va. I the li \ a if ι··:ιιπιiug to It. \ ·ιιιΙ.·Ιι·.η1. I.iv-es :■ re r>»ngli
iiKlo* l;s. sou tim s
j.
place", s.
« » f : c. »
t<
'iy. but uc..-r
tleprosslo;
cultivate.!. I have bee., told lh-y nr«?
left as »! rwavs f >r ';··· iV.irle. ν ie:i
visl.iiig the etrth'H surface." <*iiica;o
News.
Κ

^

A STORY
The

Way

OF RAPHAEL

the Great Itali a I iinter
Once Settled a ('ill.

Raphael. the greU lia i :i p: irit» r
whose celebrated l!ibH« :i| |n {;:rcs are
worth f;il»tii«(Us aims of i..oney, was
He ennot a ricli man when ; »t:ng.
countered some of Ι'.<· ν·.·|·: it:.les of
life. liUe many another p-tiius. Oii'-e
when traveling lu· put tri at ail inu
and remained there imuble to got away
through lack of fîmes to settle his
The landlord grew suspir! >us
bill.
that such was the case, and his requests for a settlement grew more r.ad
more pressing.
Finally young itaoh.icl
In desperation resorted to the follow-

ing device:
He carefully painted unon a table
top in his rooin a number of gold coins,
and. placing the table in a certain light
that gave a startling effect, he packed

his few Indoiiglngs and summoned his
host.
"There," lie exclaimed, with a lordly wave of his l.-m I toward the tit Me,
"Is enough to settle my bill and more.
Now kindly show the way to the door."
The innkeeper, with many smiles and

bows, ushered his guest out and theu
hastened back to gather up his gold.
Ills rage and consternation when he
discovered the fraud knew no bounds
until a wealthy KnglMi traveler, recognlzlug tiie value of the art put in
work, gladly paid him £00 for the table.

COUNTERFEIT COIN.
The Way Uncle Sam's Officials Treat
Spurious Money.
Sometimes It doesn't pay to be conscientious," *iid the man who had a
scruple. but lost It. "One day I found
a half dollar In my pœket—I don't

know how It not there—which didn't
Paid I
have 'sterling' written on It.
to in; -Hf ι hliojophk'ully: 'Uncle Sara
Ν a s : ::j' *! 1 :s fellow. lie doesn't like
bad ino'icy In particular. So he has
ι· t·«'.·''··".<»<: «ι s.!' treasury v.-L'>re he exvlrtng·'^ !>:··( ϋ oui·;,* for in**! money.'
I
I do i't know why I thought thin.
■

«el must have read It somewhere.
\\ hen I "had finished speaking, I
Soi■· i*!/r Into the weather
found Ii'.vh.
f Washington on the
liea ten Γ;»«·«·
So I enterK'.tp-. of tie sul treasury.
!'·>' : <i a caw I foind a clerk.
ed.
"Iî:'.ν I- .· 'i.ilf dollar I think Is bad.
Pier, ν κ1 " me a pood oue for It," I

s···

.c·.·'*!;·. Tin» clirk took the coin,
carefully placed It on a di" r.rul
bn»i;;:ht a mallet down on it wi.h a
Raid

rc»ni:i:>Mir: blow. Then he t >. <ι··1 the
coin back to me an 1 coutlnueil to
I looked at my coin
count pennies.
and !Τ.·ι·γρ then and there I would
The
never be so conscientious again.
fuce of liberty was battered into α big
"C," w!ii< h plainly meant counterfeit.
—New York Times.

Cool the MUk Quickly.

Too much care cannot be ex rciscd
to cool the milk quickly and keep it
coo), as cleanliness and cold are the
two main factors in the production of
milk that will keep sweet for any reasonable time. Add to this a healthy herd
of cows aud healthy attendants and we
have a summary of the necessary requisites for the production and care of
clean milk.—Kumford Falls Times.
Chilly pigs

kept

uever
warm.

grow as

Nothing

sturdily

as

pays better

than comfortable quarters fur the litter,
—New England Uumeatoad.

ι

Will Mskei-o' Whim·.
The Inti» T. Bevnn. one time M. I*,
for (iravesend, who direc ted in his will
that his l>ody should be cremated and
"the nish residue «round to powder
and η urn in burned and dissipated In the
air." is one of many men (and women»
who have made equally remarkable
nrrun emenu for the disposal of their
mort'il remains. An angler who died
re< entIt· directed that Ills ashes should
be carried In η bait can and scattered
flora α boat over the surface of his fa-

Mi's. Ernie Krie-Drax
vorite stream.
directed that her liody should be embalmed ami placed In α glues paneled
cotlln. for the reception of which A
circular mausoleum with stained glass
dome was to l>e built, while at his own
v.lsh the body of one of the I<orda
NewlmrouKh. after twelve months' interment. was exhumed and reburled

in 15ardsey island, the reputed resting
place of 20.000 saints.—Washington (»a-

zette.

Most Neirly Perfect Vacuum.
If was Professor Dewar's achievement In liquefying hydrogen that led
to the discovery of an easy method of
obtaining an almost perfect vacunra,
and that In a single minute. When a
glass tube filled with air and closed
at one end has Its open end dipped Into
a cup of liquid hydrogen, the Intense
cold condenses the air Into a kind of
If,
snow that settles to the bottom.
then, the upper part of the tulie, from
which the solldltied air has fallen, Is
removed by heating and cooling It off
It becomes a vacuum chamber so free
from air that It Is difficult to force an
electric current through It.—New York

Herald.

Then There Was a Row.
"Now. sir," she commanded, "look
me in the face and deny. If you dare,
that you married me for moneyP'
lie raised his eyes until they were directed to her countenance and faltered:
"Well, I think I earned the cash,
don't yon. dear?"—London Mall.

ujil

Home.

those

FAIRIES IN IRELAND.

INCIDENTS.

For ten year* the Ohio ezperimem
station baa been conducting experiment) 1 Free ar. d Ε a· y Manners In Early llli"SPEED THE PLOW."
in which manure taken directly from tb<
no!· Trial·.
stable in April and applied to lanr
Moï"t of the ?n:l.v Illinois eourtabout to be plowed for corn, the corr
Correspondence on practical agricultural topic·
U solicited.
Address all communications Infollowed by wheat and clover it bourcA rot* log built, but In some distended tor this department to Hehbt D. being
trict-. says the author of "Lincoln, the
01
Hammond, Agricultural Editor Oxford Dem- rotation without further manuring
ocrat, Paris, Me.
fertilizing, is compared with manun Lawyer." the sessions were held In the
produced by the same animals and ap barrooms of taverns, and the absence
plied in the same quantity and mannei of all formality In the proceeding" is
Teams Changing. Dehorning Again. and at the same time, but which has lair best illustrated
by the fact that in the
in an open barnyard through the winter, circuit court of
Agricultural Editor Democrat :
Washington county,
These expérimenta show a loss of 2C
Not long since it was said that fifty
John Reynolds, the sherof the ma- held by Judge
years ago all the farm work and track- per cent of the total weight
The iff usually heralded his honor by singing in Wintbrop was done with oxen, nure between January and April.
"Come in. boys! Our John Is
und that now all the work is done with loss in effectiveness is indicated by the in? out.
has
to hold court!" to which cordial
horses, not a yoke of oxen being owned fact that the ton of fresh manure the a-goin'
Invitation those having business with
in town. While visiting in Hartford produced an average increase in
and the adjoining towns last fall I notic- three crops of the rotation to the value the law responded.
ed that the same change has obtained of $2.94. wMle that from the same origAnother sheriff In Union county made
to some extent, the farmers now using inal quantity of manure, after lying four
laudable efforts to meet the requirehas
the
in
months
five
or
them.
leads
barnyard,
as
kind
their
either
fancy
ments of the occasion by shouting out
flartford and Sumner have long been amounted to but 91.70, a lose of more
this singular announcement: "Ob, yes!
noted for Taney ox teams, have taken a than 40 per cent.
Chemical analyses made in January Oh. yes! oh. yes! The honorable Judge
good share of the premiums at the cattle
shows in the past, and it will probably and April show that the manure lost be- Is now opened!"
In oue case a judge who desired to
be a long while before they will be tween these dates 22 per cent of its total
phosphorus, nearly SO per cent of its display his learning instructed the Jury
wholly superseded bj.horses.
Hut the finest steer team noticed in total potassium and more than 40 per very fully, laying down the law with
that section was owned by George E. cent of its total nitrogen; but when the authority, 1>ι:ί the Jurors, after delibBarrows of Sumner. They were well water soluble constituents were deter- erating some hours, found themselves
matched and looked as if their owner mined it was found that, while the loss unable to
agree. Finally the foreman
knew how to take care çf cattle. Mr. of phosphorus retained practically the
rose and nsi.ed for additional instrucBarrows is so favorably located, and has same proportion, that of potassium
per cent and that of tions.
so good a prospect for the future as to amounted to 54
'ere 1:: the difficulty." he
"Judge.
be entitled to a few lines of further no- nitrogen to 73 per cent. That the total
t!ce. He married Hattie, the oldest of loss in effectiveness is not still greater is explained. "The Jury want to know If
the three daughters of the late Lucius probably due to the fact that the soil up- Unit tUar what you told us was r'al'y
B. Alley of Hartford, but* their'family, on which these experiments have been the lav.·, or on'.v ji:;t your notion."—
if such it may be called, hardly comes made is very deficient in phosphorus, ïoUihV. CV,:ip..:iI m.
a much higher percentage
up to the modern standard, only one son and requires
ever calling them father aud mother, of that element in the fertilizer to prothan that
and he in every sense a young man. duce the maximum effect,
EMBROIDERED TRUTH.
Mr. Barrows informed me that his son found in ordinary manure.
It will bo observed that these experi- Mark Twain on His Own
seemed inclined to remain with him on
Rep tation
the farm, and there is where his good ments show only the losses that may
For Voracity.
a
few
fortune comes in, in view of the fact occur in exposed manure during
I am use l t> having my statements
that so many young men quit the farm mouths of the winter, and it is probable
that manure does lose in value more discounted. My mother began it before
on attaining their majority, and engage
in some other kind of employment. rapidly during the first few months than 1 was seven years old. Yet all through
Hence wo extend our congratulations to later on, through the leaching out of the my lite my facts have bad a substraMr. Barrows and his happy little family. liquid, and of the more soluble portions tum of truth, and therefore they were
these losses do not without
! eciousness. Any person
During my interview with another of the solid manute; but
not stop with the winter season, nor are
man in that section of the county, he inwho is familiar with me knows how to
me in to see hie dairy cows, and
they confined to leaching; but with strike my average and therefore knows
warmer weather fermentation becomes
loy were really worth looking at.
how to get at the Jewel of any fact of
There were ten in number, all red in more active, and fermentation means
mil:.· and dig it out of Us blue clay
color and about of the same size, but not only the combination of the nitrogen
its matrix. My mother knew that art.
what looked strange to me was the fact of the manure with hydrogen and
that they were all as destitute of horns escape as ammonia gas, but also the(con- When I was seven or eight or ten or
of horses would verxion of the ash elements into more twelve years old—along there—a neighas the same uumber
soluble forms, in which they may be Ικ»Γ said t > lier:
have been.
out by subsequent
"Do you ever believe anything that
Inquiring the reason of their being more readily leachedloss
of total weight,
those rains. The mere
he
said: "Probably
hornless
that boy says?"
is
not a safe guide as to the
wild
their
in
cattle
however,
were
given
weapons
My mi 'lie;· said:
mastate for protection, but now they are actual loss which may occur in the
"ΙΓ<· ii tiiif woll. prlng of truth, but
In its fresh condition a lot
no longer necessary for tbat purpose, nure heap.
of manure with the usual amount of you can't bring up the whole well with
into
comes
cow
that
every
consequently
about three-fourths one bucket." Λ nd she added: "I know
will bu
my possession is sure to lose her horns. bedding
the straw decays and the Ids nvorafe, therefore he never deThey mind it very little at the time, the water; but as
wound soon heals and that is the last of manure becomes finer its water-holding ceive! ι. e. I discount 1dm 30 |ter cent
at the Ohio stafor embroidery, and what is left is
It. Then if they get loose in the barn power increases. Thus,
tion a lot of manure contained in Janor fail to get tied up, they can do no inI ei IV t a.j ! priceless truth without a
cent water aud 11M5 per
77.5
them."
per
uary
to
others
by goring
jury
l'a-v In i. anywhere."—Mark Twain's
This is all true both in theory and cent organic matter; in April 81.7 per Autobiography in North American Keto on cent water and 15 0 per cent organic
be
it
should
and
objected
practice,
cent v lew.
the ground tbat they are entitled to mater, and in September, 83 per
matter.
their horns since nature causes tbem to water and 13.7 per cent organic
in Sew England Homestead.
HUNTING
crow, it might be argued on the same —Cor.
lino tbat male colts and other animals
Cow.
American
The
nabecause
castrated
ought not to be
It Takes an £xpericnced Woodsman to
ture made tbem so. It will be seen at
According to statistics compiled by
Loc«Ij the Trees.
□nee that the othur man would have the the Voir York Press there are nearly
Mahogany trees do uot grow In clue·
inside track.
25,(XX),(XX) dairy cows in the United
tors, but are scattered throughout the
Lemukl Dunham.
States, and enough other cattle to make
forest ami hidden In a dense growth
a total of over 00,000,000 head, including
and
bulls, oxen, young stock and "docks of underbrush, vines and creepers
Spring Pigs the Most Profitable.
and herds which range to the valley require a skillful and experienced
The profitable pig. in the estimation free,1' and all condemned to slaughter. woodsman to tind them. lie seeks the
of many farmers, is tbe spring pig. The There are less than a million thoroughμη mud in a forest, clhube to
parlier be comes the earlier be cau be bred cattle in the country and more than highest
the tallest tree and surveys
marketed and tbe quicker you get your 45,000,000 scrubs. The rest are half or the top of
the surrounding country. The mahogreturns. Tbe early pig, however, decalves
About
20,000,000
grades.
higher
mands special attention, because tbe are born annually. The average value any lias a peculiar foliage, and his
little fellows are susceptiblo to sudden of a cow is $22. In Rhode Island, a practiced eye soon detects the trees
within sight.
changes, and the weather at this time is dairying state, the average is $39.
variable. In order to have tbe sows
The nxmen follow the hunter, and
The cows of the United States yield
Γ
litters,
give
produce strong, healthy
about 9,000,000,000 gal Ions of milk a year tlieu come the eawyors and hewers, a
th?m special care for some time before
(watered and unwatered), the butter large mahogany taking two men a full
farrowing. They are separated from the product is nearly 2,000,000,000 pounds
day to fell it. The tree has large spurs
rest of tbe herd and put into pens where
(all grades), and the product of cheese
from the trunk at its
they will not be disturbed or crowded. over 300,000,000 pounds. Our cheese which project
ba.-e, and scaffolds inust be erected so
An abundance of bedding is provided industry is making enormous strides.
and they are given warm sleeping quar- In a short time the output will be th.it the tree cau l>e cut off alsjve the
a stump teu to fifters.
1,000,000,000 pounds. There is one spurs. This leaves
Resides comfort, I provide the sows
teen feet hi;h. which is sheer waste,
a by-product, which is uever alluditem,
with nutritious feed. They bave a good ed to when Mistress Cow or Sis Cow is as the stum.» really contains the best
supply of bone aud muscle-producing considered. Qutr gold production is lumber.
grains and they are fed in such a way about $81,000,000 a year at present.
The hunter has nothing to do with
that they will get some exercise. I like That is a vast sum of money. Vet the
the work of cutting or removing the
to sprinkle oats on the feeding tloor, en
of our cow yards and stalls for
rakings
to locate
that they have to work a little to get the fertilization of crops are estimated tree, his defy b'iiig simply
his
them. This feed is rich in protein and to be worth in cold cash eight times as it. il lie I clever and energetic,
hoips build up tbe bony structure and much, or $048,000,000. Such figures are remuneration may amount to $."VjO or ;
keeps tbe digestive apparatus in good bewildering. They stagger humanity.— xi.uMi a month. but he may travel ;
condition. Corn, I believe, is too much Maine Parmer.
weeks at a time without detecting a
of a beat producer to be fed extensively
tre«. and c.s lie is generally paid by
I think that the sow needs The
at this time.
Question of Protecting Crops. results Ids aiiiings are rather precarisomething which will prevent fever and
New
England farmers are attracting ous.—St. Ι,ηιιΙκ Kcpublic.
a
and
similar diseases. A little bran
attention in the united stand they are
little oil meal is good, if there are signs
relative to the protection of their
Net ^isop'a Day.
of constipation. It is frequently difficult taking
against the depredations of
property
if
but
oil
eat
the
to
sow
meal,
West Point's aim is to teach men to
the
to get
Much has apbirds.
and
animals
wild
situation with the best there
it is scattered in the troughs before the
in the columns of The New Eng- moot any
Custer was
masb is fed she will usually clean it up. peared
the past few weeks rel i- Is in them. When <»eneral
land
Homestead
After farrowing she should bo brought
a cadet, he ventured luto the French
to damage done by deer and certain
tive
back to heavy feed gradually. If put
on the
section room without having so much
her elapses of birds. Commenting
upon it at once it is apt to derange
the Practical Parmer, publish- as looked at the day's lesson. The secsitiution
system, and when that takes place she ed at Philadelphia, has the following to tion had been engaged in the translawill not be as profitable an animal. In
say editorially:
tion of .Ksop's fables from French to
order that the litter may all be raised
"Farmers in New England seem to be
English, but on this particular day the
tbe sow must be quiet.—Cor. in New
for
to
the
protection task consisted of a page of history
necessity
waking up
England Homestead.
animals.
wild
the
protected
against
in French. Cadet Custer was
One farmer in Connecticut writes The written
Value of Rape for Swine.
New England Homestead that the deer given the Ixiok and very bravely
into hie barnyard and eat the hay dashed into the translation of this
Rape is likely to prove fully as valu comedown
for the cattle; they eat his sentence: "Leopold, duc d'Autriche, se
is
for
as
it
put
sheep,
swine
able for
feeding
not only has none to
mettit sur les plaines de Sllesie." But
there being iss risk in feeding it to vegetables, so be
stood on the Duke of Austria did not weeni to
aud
swine, as tbey do not bloat on it noi sell, but few to eat, shooktliey
from
and
hind
their
apples
legs
scour, if fed properly. It is an excellent
appeal to him, for witbout'hesltatlon
A. A. Halliday of Vermont
sows and the trees.
lie read:
crop for pasturing brood
a
to
farmers
organize
protective
or early urges
"The leopard, the duck and the obyoung pigs. For late summer
the
laws
the
to
test
proagainst
fall pasturing is is especially valuable. society
trlch met upon the plains of Silesia."—
are preying
animals
that
these
of
tection
are
swine
During the heated season
for the sole benefit of Lippineott's Magazine.
most liable to have fevers, cholera aud •>n farmers1 crops
want game to shoot.
other derangemonts and there is no idlo men who
of deer in some of the New
8ome Very Old Tree·.
doubt but that pasturing them on such Shooting
England elates has been forbidden for a
Brazilian cocoanut palms live for
a succulent crop as rape adds to their
until the animals are
thrift and vigor, and thereby lessens the number of years
•ÎOO to Too years, and the Arabs assert
that it will be
losses that are liable to occur in these getting so numerous
that the date palm frequently reach··.*
their
test
to
for
farmers
right the
months. Rape seems especially valuable necessary
Wallan's
age of L'itO to 300 years.
believe
We
their
to
sumhot
property.
protect
for swine feeding duriug tbe
oak. uear Paisley, Scotland, is know
is
matter
this
if
brought
that
properly
succulence
mer months, because of ite
it will be shown that to be over 7u0 years old, and there are
and the relish of swine for it. For these before the courts
have the right to protect eight olive trees ou the Mount of
farmers
the
and
breeders
swine
we
reasons
urge
not only from Olives, near Jerusalem, which are
feeders to try it on a small scale for this their lands and crops,
but from those who shoot it."
Farmer.
game,
known to have been flourishing lu 10?»!).
purpose.—Maine
The yews at Fountain abbey, YorkFewer Maine Cattle.
shire. were old trees when, lu 1131?.
Growing Rutabagas.
of
Pottle
Lewiston, the abbey was built, and a redwood in
Hon. George
Rutabagas are grown as a main crop chairman of the Board of State AssessCalifornia, Is a manifor winter use, and their culture is ors, ascertaining the number of live Mariposa grove,
Baobab trees of Afsimilar to that of the flat turnip. They stock in the state as compared with fold centenarian.
rica have lteen computed to be όνειrequire a good, rich, moist soil and 1900.
must be grown quickly. Seed may be
In 1900 there were in the state on the ρο years old. and the deciduous cyis considered to
sown any time from June 15 to July 15 first day of April of that year 18,590
press at Chapultopec
in drills one inch deep and eighteen horses and colts, 26,020 cows, 1047 oxen, lie of a still greater age.
inches apart, moderately thick. Thin 19,259 young cattle and 31,125 sheep.
to six inches apart. Stir the soil at Tbe figures secured by Mr. Pottle show
Hi· Old Letter·.
least once a week to kill weeds and con- that on the first day of April of the
A Wall street business man showed
They are a rich, succu- present year there were 18,794 horses
serve moisture.
a visitor η bundle of old letters that
lent vegetable, a heavy yielder and au and colts, 20,523 cows, 1523 oxeo, 17,789
be was taking home from his office to
excellent vegetable for winter use. young cattle and 32,138 sheep.
ills furnace. "1 wasn't always
Tbey may be subjected to a few heavy
It will be seen that there has been a burn in
busifrosts, but should be harvested before decrease in the different classes of live so particular about these useless
heavy freezing weather sets in. Tbey stock with the exception of horses, ness letters." lie said, "until I learned
may be stored in any ordinary cellar, colts, and sheep, the former class show- that the women cleaners were sorting
provided they are well covered with
ing an increase of 204, while the increase them out of the wastebaskets and sell
moist, not wet, sand or soil. Tbe best shown fn the latter class is 1013. Tbe Ing them to certain firms which make
varieties are
Family Rutabaga and decrease in the number of cows is 97, a business of furnishing lists of names
Champion or Swede.—Garden Magazine. and that in the number of oxen 124, for various
ptir|>oses, mostly to specuwhile the greatest decrease of all is in
Then I concluded
lative concerns.
1470.
the
the
being
cattle,
figures
young
Talk grange among your farmer
that I owed it to my clients to protect
Pottle
latter
Mr.
of
the
In
stand
should
speaking
neighbors! All farmers
decrease them from the nuisance that follows
shoulder to shoulder these days for the stated that the reason for the
list"—
to up- was that the farmers were not raising getting one's name on a mailing
is
the
seeking
grange
principlea
half calves enough and had not been for New York Sun.
bold.
several years, this being due to the high
of other meats.—Turf, Farm aud
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AMONG THE FABMERS.

S'ted

Γ.99 66

or

acres,

9 16

along^Mlroad
^.JiçC.

thirty-six acres, mow or
CM and contains one hundred,

3

to a survey
No. 4, R. 2. W. Β. K. P., (Adamstown), according to the Land
and plan of said township made and returned
et al, In
Ballard,
Maine
of
by
Ephralm
Office of the State
the Berlin
Said township Is reputed to be owned by
1794.
and contains,
undivided,
and
in
common
et
als,
Mills Co.,
acres,
exclusive of Public Lot, twenty-two thousand eighty

T.

""

ÎS* ^o ^

27

■*»«_!

lot

Êlus.
D.

3

382 70

...

.sides

68

TOWNSHIP C. in common and undivided, according to aInsurvey
1792.
and plan of said township made by John Peabody,
et als,
Said township Is reputed to be owned by D. Plngree,
thousand
and contains, exclusive of Public Lot. twenty-six
•leht hundred fifty-one acres, more or less
to a survey
C SURPLUS, in common and undivided, according in 1894. Said
and plan of said township made by F. O. Qulncy,
owned by D. Plngree. et als, and
be
to
Is
reputed
surplus
three huncontains, exclusive of Public Lot, ten thousand
dred acres, more or less
and
common
In
T. NO. 4. R. 1, W. Β. K. P.. (Rlchardsontown),
undivided, according to a survey and plan of saidIstownship
reputed
Said
township
made by J. W. Se wall, in 1886.
exclusive of
to be owned by Coe & Plngree and contains,
acres,
Public Lot. twenty-three thousand four hundred eighty
more

»

lots 40. 41. 42. 47.
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of. being
to a survey and plan
48. 49 and 50 In said surplus, according
Said lots
in 1905.
McC.
Macy.
E.
made
by
of said suiplus
International Paper Co., and
are reputed to be owned by the
more or less
acres,
hundred
fifty-eight
seven
contain
and 32
part of. being lots 22. 23 of
ANDOVER NORTH SIRPLUS, to
said
a survey and plan
in said surplus, according
reare
lots
Said
In 1905.
surplus made by E. McC. Macy.
three huncontain
and
Abbott
A.
S.
owned
be
by
to
puted
dred sixteen acres, more or less
31 in
part of. being lots 30 and
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS,
and plan of said surplus
said surplus, according to a survey
are reputed to be
lots
Said
1905.
in
made by E. McC. Macy.
two hundred six
owned by Mrs. C. P. Bartlett and contain
acres, more or less
of
being an irregular lot on
part of.„f
NORTH SURPLUS,
r.n ηυ»...
ANDOVER
oiui being
h»inr bounded
hounded
*— ·-·«-— —1.. of
and
land in said surplus lying easterly*
so called; said described lot
brook,
the
Moody
west
by
the
of lot 34 in said surplus andbein*
lying immediately northland said to be owned
by
bounded on all
ana
Is
lot
reputed to be owned by Charles
Paper Co. Said
or less....
Smith and contains eighty-one acres, more '—Λ In »><A
UCUjftc
George »u««m
the
in
land
of
lot
a
part of. being
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS,
said surplus, bounded and described
northwesterly corner of at
corner of the town
northeast
the
Beginning
us follows;
along the east line of
of Grafton, thence running southerly
of the Public Lot that
said Grafton, to the northwest corner
said Andover North Surplus:
lies in the northwest part of
160
north Une of said Public Lot
thence easterly along the
corner of said Public Lot:
roda more or less, to the northeast
less;
or
84 rods, more
thence easterly in the same direction
road leading to the town of
thence northerly 25 rod to the
along said road to the south line
Upton: thence northwesterly
along the south line
of C Surplus, so called: thence westerly
of beginning, according to a
of said C Surplus to the point
made by E. McC. Macy. In
said
surplus
of
ancl
plan
survey
owned by Ε. 1.
Said described land is reputed to be acres, more or
1905.
Browwwod contains one hundred seventy-four

exception

T.

reputed

T.

dred fourteen acres, more or less
surANDOVER WEST SURPLUS, part of, being the entire
of the north part of lots 1, 2 and 3
plus with the
in
lots
of
first
range
the
4
In
lot
of
and the northeast part
said surplus, (known as the Stoddard lots), according to a surE. McC. Macy, In
made
by
said
of
and
surplus
plan
vey
is reSaid described land, with the exception noted,
1905.
Co., and contains
puted to be owned by the Umbagog Papermore
less
or
acres,
six thousand two hundred fifty-two
north part of
ANDOVER WEST SURPLUS, part of. being the
first
lots 1, 2 and 3 and the northeast part of lot 4 In the
as the Stoddard Lots,
and
known
said
of
lots
In
surplus,
range
E.
made
by
said
of
and
plan
surplus
according to a survey
1905. Said described land is reputed to be
owned

mnfle

aïs. in common and undivided, and contain
five hundred twenty-two acres, more or less
In the first
A. NO. 1, (Riley), part of, being lots 6, 7, 8 and 9
9 and that part of
range of lots in said township; lots 7, 8 and
in
the second
land
of
the
of
height
lies
westerly
6
that
lot
that part cf
range of lots in said township: lots 7. 8 and 9 and
oi
lot β lying westerly of the height of land in the third range
lot 7 that
lots in said township; lots 8, 9 and that part of
of lots
lies westerly of the height of land in the fourth range
and 8 lying
In said township; lot 9 and that part of lots 7
westerly and northerly of the height of land in the fifth8 range
lying
of lots In said township; lot 9 and that part of lot
lots In
westerly of the height of land In the sixth range of
and
said township; that part of lots 8 and 9 lying northerly
of lots in
westerly of the height of land in the seventh range
said
townsaid township, according to a survey and plan or
Said described land is
ship made by E. McC. Macy. in 1905.
& Son Co.,
reputed to be owned by the Geo. W. Blanc-hard acres, more
and contains four thousand four hundred forty
or less
in the fourth range of
A. NO. 1. (Kiley). part of, being lot 2
and plan of said
lots in said township, according to a survey
Said lot is reputed
township made by E. McC. Macy, in 1905. contains two
hunand
l>emerritt
O.
Charles
to be owned by
dred thirty-three acres, more or less
the fifth range
in
3
1
and
lots
being
of.
(Riley),
part
A. NO. 1.
of lots Tn
of lots in said township; lot 1 in the sixth range
and the east
said township; the southwest quarter of lot 2
said
township,
in
lots
of
the
range
3
in
eighth
half of lot
made by E.
according to a survey and plan of said township
to be
is
land
reputed
described
Said
1905.
in
McC. Macy,
hunowned by the Alonzo Fifield estate and contains eight
or
less
more
acres,
dred forty-five
lots
of
fifth
range
the
2
In
lot
A. NO. 1. (Riley), purt of. being
of lots in said townIn said township; lot 2 in the sixth range
said
in
lots
of
range
the
eighth
ship; the east half of lot 2 in
of said township
township, according to a survey and plan
Said lots are reputed to be
made by E. McC. Macy. In 1905.
six hundred sixty-six
owned by S. N. Littlehale and contain
acres, more or less
lot 4 in the fifth range of
A. NO. 1, (Riley), part of. being
and plan of said
lots in said township, according to a survey
1905. Said lot is reputed
in
township made by E. McC. Macy.
the Alonzo Fifield
to be owned, in common and undivided, by
acres, more
estate, et al, and contains two hundred eighteen
or less
in the seventh range of
2
lot
of.
being
part
(Riley),
NO.
1.
A.
of lot 2 in the
lots in said township and the northwest quarter
according to a survey
eighth range of lots In said township,E. McC. Macy. In 1905.
made
by
said
of
township
and plan
owned by J. A. Twaddle
Said described land is reputed to be
acres, more or less
and contains two hundred eighty-one
lot
3 in the ninth range of
A. NO. 1. (Riley), part of, being
to a survey and plan of said
according
township,
said
in
lots
Said lot is reputed
1905.
in
township made by E. McC. Macy.
two hundred tweutyto be owned by one Mason and contains
less
two acres, more or
the north half of lot 9 in
A. NO. 1. (Riley), part of, being
according to a
the thirteenth range of lots In said township, E. McC. Macy,
made by
survey and plan of said township
owned by T. E.
be
to
is
land
described
Said
in 1905.
acres, more or less
Estes and contains one hundred nineteen
the south half of lot 9 In
A. NO. 1. (Riley), part of, being
according to a
said
township,
in
of
lots
the thirteenth range
made by E. McC. Macy, in
survey and plan of said township
be owned, by Hastto
is
land
described
Said
reputed
1905.
hundred fourteen acres, more
ings Brothers and contains one
or less
1 In the fifteenth range
A. NO. 1. (Riley), part of. being lot
and plan of
of lots In said township, according to a survey
1905. Said lot is resaid township made E. McC. Macy. in
one hundred
be owned by one Chapman and contains
to
puted
forty-five acres, more or less
east half of lot 2 In the
A. tiO. 1, (Riley), part of. being the
to a surfifteenth range ot lots in said township, according
made by E. McC. Macy, in
vey and plan of said township
more ο
acres,
contains
fifty-five
land
described
Said
1905.

by
of lot
side of the Moody brook ar.d lying Immediately north
side of
84; also excepting a lot of 136 acres lying on the east of said
northwest
the
part
in
road
the Andover and Upton
according to
surplus, and said to be owned by Charles Chase,
E. McC. Macy, In
a survey and plan of said surplus made by
Said described land Is reputed to be owned by the
1905.
hunUmbagog Paper Co.. and contains twelve thousand two

95
95

2

said

95

to
by Ε. MoC. Maey, In 1905. Said described lots are reputed
be owned by the Umbagog Paper Co.. and contain twentyor less..
three thousand one hundred seventy-six acres, more
the first
'Γ. A. NO. 1. (Riley), part of, being lots 1, 2, 3. 4 and 5 in
and plan
raiiKe of lots in said township, according to a survey
Said lots
of said township made by E. McC. Macy. in 1905.
et
are reputed to be owned by the International Paper Co.,
one thousand

T.

South Paris, Maine.

new

or

20

contains two hundred four acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 7. in the fifth
range of lots in said grunt; lot 7 in the sixtn range of lots in
said grant.
Said lots are reputed to be owned by Allison
Brown and contain one hundred fifty acres, more or less....
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lots 8 and 9 in
the fifth range of lots in said grant.
Said lots are reputed
to be owned by the C. S. Edwards heirs and contain two hundred two acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 1, in the
sixth range of lots in said grant.
Said lot contains one hundred acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 2, in the
sixth range of lots in said grant.
Said lot contains one hundred acres. m>>re or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 3 In the
sixth range of lots in said grant.
Said lot contains one hundred acres, more or less
FRYEBI'RG ACADEMY GRANT, part \>f. being lot 3 in the
seventh range of lots in said grant.
Said lot contains one
hundred acres, more or
FRYEBI'RG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 4 in the
seventh range of lots in said grant.
Said lot contains one
hundred acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 5, in the
seventh range of lots in said grant.
Said lot contains one
hundred acres, more or less..
FRYEBI'RG ACADEMY GRANT, nart of. being lot 6 in the
seventh range of lots in said grant.
Said lot contains one
hundred acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, pint of. being lot 9 in the
Said lot contains one
seventh range of lots in said grant.
hundred acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being the south half
Said deof lot 2 In the seventh range of lots in said grant.
scribed land contains fifty acres, more or less
FRYEBI'RG. ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 5. in the
eighth range of lots In said grant. Said lot contains one hundred acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 6 in the
eighth range of lots In said grant. Said lot contains one hundred fifty acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 7 in the
eighth range of lots in said grant. Said lot contains one hundred acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 1. In the
Said lot contains twelve
ninth range of lots in said grant.
acres, more or less
FRYEBI'RG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 2 In the
Said lot contains thirtyninth range of lots in said grant.
six acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 3 in the
Said lot contains one hunninth range of lots in said grant.
dred twelve acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 4 In the ninth
Said lot contains one hundred
range of lots in said grant.
three acres, more or less
T. A. NO. 1, (Riley), part of, being lots 1. 2. 3. 4. 5 and that part
of lot 6 lying easterly of the height of land In the second
range of lots in said township; lots 1, 2, 3. 4, 5. and that part
of lot 6 lying easterly of the height of land in the third
range of lots in said township; lots 1. 3, 4, 5, 6, and that part
of lot 7 lying easterly of the height of land in the fourth
range of lots in said township; lots 5 and 6 and that part
i.f Kits 7 and 8 iving easterly and southerly of the height
of land in the tifth range of lots in said township; lots 3. 4.
5. 6. 7. and that part of lot 8 lying easterly of the height
of land In the sixth range of lots in said township; lots 1, 3.
4. 5. 6, 7. and that part of lots 8 and 9 lying easterly and
southerly of the height of land in the seventh range of
lots in said township: lot 1. west half of lot 3, that part of
lot 6. not included in the Public Lot, and lots 7, 8 and 9 in the
eighth range of lots in said township; lots 1 and 2 and that
part of lots 4, 5 and 6 not included within the Public Lot.
and lots 7. 8 and 9 in the ninth range of lots in said township; lots 1. 2. 3. 4, 5. 6. 7. S and 9 in the tenth range of lots
in said township; lots 1, 2, 3, 4. 5. 6, 7, 8 and 9 in the
eleventh range of lots in said township: lots 1, 2, 3. 4, 5. 6, 7,
8 and 9 in the twelfth range of lots in said township: lots 1, Z.
3 4. 5. 6, 7 and 8 in the thirteenth range of lots in said townrange of
ship; lots 1, 2. 3. 4. 5, 6. 7, 8 and 9 in the fourteenth lots
3, 4,
lots in said township: the west half of lot 2 and
S and 9 In the fifteenth range of lots in said town5 6.

Coal at

A

more

acres,

Stove Wood and

or

46

FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lots 1. 2 and
3 and the gore easterly of lot 1. in the eighth range of lots in
said township.
Said described land is reputed to be owned
by Hastings Brothers, et als. In common and undivided, and

Edgings,

|-»t«

less

more or

acres,

Attorney at

J>»HN

acres,

Ill 35

FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 1. in the
seventh range of lots in said grant.
Said lot is reputed to be
owned by W. A. Far well, et als, and contains eighty-eight

rSMlTH.
subway,

t»t

FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lots 1. 2, 3. 4. 5
and 6, in the fifth range of lots in said grant; lots 4, 6 and 9
in the sixth range of lots fn said grant; lots 7.
8, and the
north half of lot 2 in the seventh range of lots in said grant;
lot 4. in the eighth range of lots in said grant.
Said lots are
reputed to be owned by Mrs. Lucinda E. Bean and contain one
thousand two hundred acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 1, in the
southeast corner of said grant.
Said lot contains forty-nine
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 2, in the
southeast part of said grant and lying Immediately south of
lot 2 in the fifth range of lots in said grant.
Said lot contains twenty-one acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 5, in the
sixth range of lots in said grant.
Said lot is reputed to be
owned by F. B. Brooks and R F. Cross, in common and undivided, and contains one hundred acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 8, in the
sixth range of lots in said grant.
Said lot is reputed to be
owned by Henry F. Stiles and contains one hundred fifty

NORWAY,

|1

OXFORD COUNTY WILD LANDS.

Townships.

to be owned by the Umbagog Paper Co., and contain
our hundred thirty-six acres, more or less
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of, being a lot of land In the
west part of said surplus bounded and described as follows:
Beginning at the northwest corner of land said to be owned
bv R. L. Meicher; thence east along the north Une of said
Melcher 400 rods, more or less; thence northerly 189 rods,
more or less; thence westerly 400 rods, more or less; thence
southerly 164 rods, more or less; thence southwesterly 12
rods, more or less, to the point of beginning, according to a
E.
survey and plan of eaid Andover North Surplus made by
McC. Macy, In 1905. Said described land is reputed to be
owned by Charles Chase and contains four hundred twentythree acres, more or less
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of, being a lot of land In
the west part of said surplus bounded ana described as follows:
Beginning at the northwest corner of land said to be
owned by H. W. Dunn; thence east along the north Une of
said Dunn 400 rods, more or less; thence northwesterly 85
rods, more or less; thence northerly 87 rods, more or less;
thence westerly 400 rods; thence southerly 87 rods, more
or lefis; thence southeasterly 85 rods, more or less, to the
said
point of beginning, according to a survey and plan of
surplus made by E. McC. Macy, in 1906. Said land Is rehunfour
and
contains
Melcher
R.
L.
be
to
owned
by
puted
dred thirty-two acres, more or less
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of. being a lot of land In
the west part of said surplus bounded and described as
follows: Beginning at a point on the south Une of said surplus 320 rods, more or less, from the southwest corner of said
surplus; thence easterly along the south Une of said surplus
across the Andover and Upton road and west branch of the
Ellis river 400 rods, more or less; thence northwesterly 100
rods, more or less; thence westerly across the west branch of
the Ellis river and the Andover and Upton road 400 rods, more
or less; thence southeasterly J00 rods, more or less, to the
point of beginning, according to a survey and plan of snid
described
surplus made by E. McC. Macy, in 1905. Said
land is reputed to be owned by H. W. T)unn and contains
two hundred fifty-two acres, more or less
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of, being a tract of land in
said surplus bounded and described as follows: Beginning at
the north west corner of the town of Byron; thence south
along the west line of said town of Byron 640 rods, more or
less, to the northeast corner of lot numbered 45 in said surthence west along the north line of lots 45, 46, 47 and 48
plus;
in said surplus to the east line of lot 50; thence north along
the east line of lot 50 to the north line of lot 50; thence west
along the north line of lots 50, 30, 31 and 32 to the northwest32
corner of lot 32; thence south on the west Une of lots
west
and 24 to the north Une of the town of Andover; thence
souththe
to
Andover
of
town
of
the
line
along the north
east corner of land said to be owned by H. W. Dunn; thence
northerly along the east line of said Dunn, and along the east
Une of land said to be owned by R. L. Melcher and along the
east Une of land said to be owned by Charles Chase 4-11 rods,
more or less, to the northeast corner of said Chase's land;
thence west along said Chase's land 400 rods, more or less;
thence southerly along the west line of said Chase's land ana
along the west line of said Melcher's land, and along the
west Une of said Dunn's land 448 rods, more or less, to the
north line of Andover West Surplus; thence west on the
north line of said Andover West Surplus 320 rods, more or
less, to the east line of the town of Grafton; thence northerly along the east line of the town of Grafton to the southwest corner of the Public Lot that lies In the west part of
said Andover North Surplus; thence easterly alone the south
line of the Public Lot 172 rods, more or less, to the southeast corner of said Public Lot; thence northerly along the
east Une of the Public Lot 320 rods, more or less, to the
northeast corner of the Public Lot; thence easterly along
the south Une of land said to be owned by Ε. I. Brown
of
84 rods, more or less; thence northerly nlong the east Une
and
wild Brown's land 25 rods, more or less, to the Andover
said road to the south Une
thence
along
northerly
road;
Upton
of said
or C Surplus; thence easterly along the south Une
exC Surplus and Township C to the point of beginning;
acres
81
of
lot
a
said description
cepting, however, from
Charles and George Smith, on the «nst
to be owned

fiuted
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Consumption it less deadly than it used to be.
Certain relief and usually complete recovery
will result from the following treatment:

Hope, rest, fresh air, and—Scoff s

Emulsion.

ALL DRUQOISTS | BOo. AND SI.OO.

democrat,

Both the committee of arrangement·
and those participating are to be coo·
gratulated upon the success of the Memorial Day exercises in this village.

|

Otherwise tUO

a

Single copie· 4 cent*·

jcas.

All legal adverUeements
AonimuuTt:
•re given three connective Ineertlon· for 11-50
per inch In length of column. Special contracta
made with local, transient and yearly advertis—

er·.

New type, faat preaaea, electric
Job Pbibtmo
power. experienced workmen and low price·
combine to make thla department of oar traaineae complete and popular.
IDKU COPIES.
Slag)· Copie· of the Democrat are four cent»
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publisher· or for the convenience of patron·
jingle copie· of each laeue have been placed on
•ale at the following place· In the County :
Shurtleflf'i Drug Store.
South Parla,
Noye·' Drug Store.
Norway,
Stone'· Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
Buckfleld,
M re. Harlow, Pott Office.
Parla 11111,
Samuel 'Γ. White.
West Parla,
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

Coming

Events.

Oxford Pouiona Grange, North Buck
June
Held.
June 4, 5.—Κ net Oxford Local Union. Y. P. 9. C.
Ε.. Κuinford Fall*.
June U, 7.—Union Congregational Conference.
Kant Stonehaui.
June 11,12 —Oxford Congregational Conference,
South Paris.
June 13.--Oxford County Sunday School Aseo
elation. South Pari·.
June 2S-S6.—Commencement, Bowdoln College.
NBW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

If Your Eye· Trouble You.
Free to Kneuinatlem Sufferer·.
Glove».
Blue Store·.
For Sale.
Receiver's Sale.
Wanted.
For Sale.
For Sale

Mere and There.
At a banquet given in hie honor in
New York, thefamous Japanese general,
Kuroki, had this to say:
The .Tapanese people love peace. They fought
for peace. My nation wants peace In which to
develop the opportunities that are her*. We

have no other desire.
The profession which I have the misfortune to
follow Is noble only because sometimes It Is
necessary to establish conditions In which peace
arte of
may be maintained, and In which the
peace may flourish.

Meanwhile, to be sure of maintaining
these conditions and ensure peace, Japan
is building the largest battleships in the
world.

"The party will be stronger and can
act more intelligently," says Mr. Foraker, "if we will always wait for its duly
chosen representatives to speak." As
far ae giving information which the public does not possess, yee; butas far as
matters of opinion are concerned, the
people are inclined to have some ideas of
their own, without reference to their
duly chosen representatives.
One party of summer travelers has
struck Maine which the people are very
sorry to see. That is the gang of post
office burglars which looted the Brown·
ville post office of about $400 the other
night. The weather, though backward,
is getting so it is favorable for burgling,
and our Maine towns are pretty apt to
get their share of that sort of visitation
during the summer.
The

talking
complains that Bangor

about

Bangor News,

scarcity of rents,

Hon. Fred Dyer, Buckfield's young
otheiwtoe oonnecteU are conllally invited.
and rising lawyer, was the orator of the
8undey School every
day, and did not disappoint his friends.
He gave a most interesting and eloquent
Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Batcheller moved address, dwelling especially on the duties
'•"t week to the Jairas K. Hammond of citizenship. He was followed by a
bouse which they recently leased.
short address and recitation by one of
Arthur J. Daniels, formerly of Paris Buckfield's old and respected citizens—
from a
Then
Hill, who bas since
your correspondent, "John."
Portland basinees college, has a good came the "best of the wine at the last of
the
in
the
of
City the feast," when the ohildren
position as book-keeper
National Bank at Berlin, Ν. H. Mr. village schools bore their part, consistDaniels has many friends here who are ing of recita'ione, singing and concert
glad of bis success.
parts under the tutelage and direction of
Miss May Hooper of Boston is visiting Mrs. Record and Miss Cora Young, two
William of Buckfield's popular village teachers.
her parents, Mr and Mrs.
It was a very successful and enjoyable
Hooper, at their home here.
has occasion.
who
Miss Gertrude M. Brown,
returned
Sabbath afternoon the members of the
spent the winter in New York,
to Paris Hill last week.
G. A. R. and their families attended
Miss Wilma Robinson has returned church in a body at the Methodist. A
home from a visit to her sister in North large congregation was present, and the
Brooktield, Mass.
pastor, Rev. A. W. Pottle, preached the
W ork on the Main Street sewer com- sermon taking for his text, Prov. 14:34.
menced last Monday and is making good
Mrs. Armstrong Gerrisb was taken
B.
progress under the direction of W.
quite suddenly and seriously ill Sabbath
the
of
laying
\oung, who had charge
night as a result of a severe cold, and
Mr.
water pipes here a few years since.
pneumonia was feared. She is, however,
Young will also lay a water pipe from now improving. Mrs. Emma Jewett, her
of
Miss
residence
the
to
May sister, contemplates giving up her presthis village
and put in a sewer extension for Mr. At- ent rent in the Hattie Damon house -on
wood. The excavating is done by Finns, Elm Street, and going to live with her
who prove to be smart and excellent sister, who has so recently been bereavworkmen.
ed of her husband, William Armstrong
J. U. Haweon is so much improved as Gerrisb.
to be able to ride out on pleasant days.
Work on the outside of the new adMr. Kawson has had along and severe dition to the factory building of C.
are
friends
illness and his many
pleased Witbington A Co. ie so nearly comto see his improvement.
pleted that the painters are doing tbeir
Hon. Prentiss Curaminifs is at his work. This addition will add about a
summer home, the Owl's Nest, for a third to the capacity of the factory.
short time. He will spend a part of the
The body of Mrs. Mary F. Gardner,
summer on a European trip.
the widow of the late Mr. Carlton
The catalogue of Paris Hill Academy Gardner, was brought to Buckfield from
for the year 1807-8 shows that Miss Mary Chicago, III., for burial, reaching here
P. Holmes, whose obituary notice was Friday forenoon and was laid at rest in
given last week, was preceptress for that the village cemetery by the side of her
year under Milton F. Ricker as principal. husband. Mrs. Gardner, since the death
It is also well remembered that Mine of her husband a year ago, has resided
Holmes was the teacher of terms of sum- with her daughter, Mrs. A. W. Hobart of
Her illness was brief, bemer school in the old brick school bouse Chicago, III.
It is very much doubt- ing stricken with paralysis Friday, Max
in this village.
Funeral
ed by Miss Holmes' friends aud former 24, and died Monday, May 27.
pupils here that she ever taught at South services were conducted in Chicago, and
Paris.
on the arrival of the body at Buckfield
Mrs. Carrie Jordan of Mechanic Falls simply the committal service was renderlast
Pierce
John
was the guest of Mrs.
ed at the grave by the Rev. A. W. Pottle.
Mrs. Gardner was 74 years old and with
Thursday.
in
Paris
letters
office,
Advertised
poet
ber husband was born and spent their
June 1st:
entire life in Bucktield with the exception of brief residences in South Paris,
Mr. Herbert Lee
Mr. KilwarU Pottle.
Mechanic Falls, and Chicago, 111. She
T. M. Chapman, (postal.)
and ber late husband were held in high
Cakoli.sk P. Haklow, P. M.
esteem by their large circle of friends.
The L'niversalist church was reopened Mrs. Gardner was a most estimable
on Sunday, and a good congregation
lady, and filled well her part iu life, as
greeted Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker for wife and mother, as citizen and friend.
the first service of hia summer engageThe sessions of the Sunday
West Sumner.
ment.
School were also resumed with a good
On Memorial Day there was a dinner
on
attendance. Repairs have been going
for the post at the vestry of the Uniin the church for some time, and were versalist church. At 1:30 o'clock Wm
the
to
season
in
get
completed just
A. Barrows Post escorted by the Sons of
The walls
Veterans and the Ladie3 of the G. A. R.
I church in order for Sunday.
of the audience room have been covered marched to the
Baptist church. Forty
with steel, a recess added back of the school children followed in the rear
entire
and
steel
the
ceiling
pulpit,
guided by their teacher, Miss Helen
interior of the room have been painted, Roe. The church was beautifully decoand a new tapestry carpet In a handsome rated with
ilags and potted plants. The
shade of green bas been laid in the aisles
following
programme was carried out.
minor
other
and on the platform, besides
Mrs. H. S. Robertson presided at the

in the matter of
building apartment houses, and says
that "a large proportion of the familiex
of the city occupy separate houses, and
each house usually has a lot of land
around it." Happy Bangor! May it
continue behind the times for many
years yet, so that its people may live in
that ideal situation.
is behind

the

times

S^T^oVï.'ï*·

graduated

—

repairs.

Greenwood.
Whit Sunday, May 19th, so says the
almanac, and it was white with frost on
that morning and again on the morning
of the ^6tb; on the afternoon of the 28th
there was a snow squall, followed by
another on the morning of the 29tb.
How is that for the last days of May?
Some declare there has been nothing
like it sincc the celebrated cold season
of lSltf. But since that was 14 years before our debut into society, perhaps it
would be better not to obtrude our
opinion on that point.
There was quite a contrast between
the going out of last week and the coming in of the present. Friday there was
an auction on Howe Hill according to
previous notice, the goods owned by A.
J. Ayer, and the auctioneer was A. D.

organ :
Lincoln'·) Funeral March,
When the Roll le Called Up Yonder

Organ

Choir.

Kecltat'on
Dolly Grose
Soar. We Old Bove,
\V. M. ami K. G. Hauiraond anil A. G. Farrar.
Oration by Capt Bucknaiu of Mechanic FalU
Song, Battle Cry of Freedom, with autoharp

accompaniment.

A. R. and W. R. C. and citizens of
Bethel. Detachments visited the several
cemeteries and 140 graves of fallen comrades were decorated, with appropriate
In the evening Odeon Hall
services.
was filled to listen to Judge Stearns of
Bangor, a Bethel boy who left home to
make his place in the world thirty-five
years ago. Judge Stearns is an easy
epeaker also very candid and held the
closest attention of the audience. PrayN. Gleaeon;
er was offered by Rev. C.
the speaker was introduced by Comrade
J. U. Barrows; a quartette compoeed of
Dr. and Mrs. I. H. Wight., Mrs. F. L.
Edwards and Rev. A. D. Colson furnished music with Miss Laura Hall, accompanist. Rev. F. B. Schoonover pro-

nounced the benediction after the large

audience had joined in singing America.
Mr. Ur Gibson, who came to the home
of bis sisters several months ago from
Mexico, was buried last Monday. He
received the tenderest care from the
sisters and brother in the old home^but
the disease, consumption, oould not be
staid by change of climate or tenderest
Rev. Charles Tenney of Auburn
care.
and his sister, Mrs. Frank Danforth of
Norway, were present at the funeral.
Mr. C. 0. Foster, who is employed as
bookkeeper for a Β >ston firm, is spending a short time at his home.
Mrs. Ada Wight and family are to rent
the homestead in Bethel and move to
Berlin, Ν. H.
Mr. Chauncey Bryant is driving a new
auto.

The remains of Mr. John Swan were
brought from Sou'h Framingham, Mass.,
last Thursday and funeral services were
held in the M. E. church Friday afterMr. Swan lived in Bethel many
noon.
years and was identified with its interests and was a most helpful and active
member of the Methodist church. His
homo will long be remembered for the
cheer and hospitality so many have received there. Mr. Swan was twice married. Bis first wife was a Miss Brown,
and his second Mrs. Coombs, who survives him. He also has a son, Mr. Olin
Swan, two daughters, Mrs. Angie Parlin
of South Framingham and Mrs. Orlando
Buck of Bethel. Many old friends and
neighbors attended the funeral.
Commencement exercises of Gould
Academy will begin Sunday afternoon
with a baccalaureate sermon in the Congregational church, by Rev. F. B.
Schoonover.
Graduation exercises will be held in
Odeon Hall, Thursday afternoon and the
conceit will bo held in the evening. The
artists engaged for this are The LotuB
Male Quartette, Frank E. Ho'ding violin
soloist, with Miss Mabel Johneon, accompanist. Miss Maud Andrews, reader and impersonator, comes most highly
recommeuded and the pupils of class '07
are sure they are to give their friends a
rare musical treat.
Mr. Robert Bisbee has just returned
from Porto Rico where he has held the
position as chemist for a large sugar

manufacturing plantation.

MIDDLE INTKKVALK.

Supreme Judicial Court.

Bryant's Pood.
The event of Memorial Day was one of
he most intereetlng ever conducted here.
larly in the day A. M. Whitman Poet,
? 1th the Bryant's Pond Band, visited the
lomradee of Locke's Mill·, where appro·

Wnt Part».

Bethel.
JlacldMd.
The Chapman concert was attended by
Memorial Day wu properly observed
and highly apΦ&σχά
by the Buokfield G. A. R. Poet. At 10 our music loving people
were preciated.
oemeterle·
different
the
o'clock
TUESDAYS.
ISSUED
THE DOINOS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
Sunday morning union service· were
visited and the graves of deceased
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
soldier· wen decorated. At 2 o'clock held in the Congregational church under
the decoraSOUTH PARIS, MAINS, JUNK 4,1907.
the people, old and young, assembled at direction of the G. À. R., and
Rev. A. D.
Nezinscot Hall, filling it to its utmost tions, music and sermon by
unusually impressive. At
Pari· HilL
capacity, to listen to the exercises there. Colson were
Mr. Henderson
Forbes,
atwood &
Capt. James Packard presided. Music the close of the aservice
solo and Hans Kronold
was furnished by a male quartette which kindly rendered
Mllwi ta4 Praprittare.
Τ*τ
Β.
Ο.
lor,
pastor
Κβν.
MftriM Church.
rendered several selections, and J. gave a 'cello solo, both being accompaniΑ. Χ. FOB**·.
ΘΝΜΙ Μ. ATWOOD.
PnMchlnj every Sunday at 10:45 A. M. Sunday
Prof. Win. R.
Srenln* Serrloe at A. Warren furnished several fife and ed upon the organ by
vU'w,
*1
ï+ïfZ J-J P· 8. C. K. Tuesday evening. drum selections, which thrilled the Chapman.
^
Tumi —41-50 a year if paid etrlctlj in advance.
Memorial Day was observed by the Q.
crowd with patriotic emotions.

THE OXFORD BEABS.

ESTABLISHED 1883.

■
■
*

1907, AT RUMFORD FALLS.
Son. Henry C. Peabody,
Juitloe Presiding.
The proceesion formed immediately
Clerk,
Jharles F. Whitman,
after dinner to march to the cemetery. >riate services were held. Thej were r. A.
Stenographer.
Hayden,
It was led by Ralph Bacon and Ivan lordially received by the oitiaens and at
Charles P. Barne·,
County Attorney,
Taeli, who merit the many compliments he ooncloaion of the service a lunch airam R. Hubbard,
Sheriff,
they received for their excellent playing vas served'to the Post and band.at The
Crier.
E. Hammond,
ienry
1:30
commenced
of the drums. Following came the few tervices in Our village
Messenger.
I. A. McMennamin,
the
at
formed
was
m.
The
».
parade
veterans who remain, one of their numIn the case of Leon LaPierre against
ber, Mr. Joseph H. Dunham of North rown Hall with oomrade James L.
marshal of the day. The ;he town of Mexico, for damages from
as
Bowker
came
Then
Paris, acting as marshal.
he alleged flowing of the defendant's
up with the band,
eighty or more school children, the I )recession was made
Lodge, K. of P., Hon. Payson and by the changing of a culvert, a verglrjs prettily dressed in white and bright ! fraternal
oolors and the boys with patriotic enthu- jmitb, orator of the day, ▲. M. Whitman lict was returned for the town. The
slasm carrying many flags. A number Post, No. 67, and a large number of ;ase will be appealed.
The next case was The Railway Pubof citizens followed making an impress- ichool children each carrying a Sag.
ive procession. After arriving at the ifter the march to Lakeside Cemetery lishing Co. vs. Weston N. Toothaker.
com- rhi's was for a set of books on railroadcemetery the following programme was ;he accustomed honors to the dead
•ades were carried out in full military ng, the price being |3β 00 in install·
carried out:
irder. At 2 o'olnck the concluding mente. The defendant, who is an en1. Storing, Tenting on tbe Old Camp Around,
Male Quartette. »xerclses were held in the Universaiist
gineer, signed a contract for the work,
8.
Macduff.
Eev. Isabella
2. Praver,
:hurch which was closely packed with which was delivered. Being very busy,
Mr. F. L. Wyraan.
3. Short addreaa,
The flag drill given by the chil- tie did not for a time examine the work,
H. G. Brown, E»q. people.
4. Remark*,
led by Quartette. dren of the primary school was ex- but when he did so, as be asserts, he
5. Singing of America
Mr. Brown ezpresaed hia deep Interest optionally floe, and the choir, consisting Found that it was not up to date, and not
In the civil conflict and hia regard for jf ten people, gave music fitting to the m was represented by the agent. He
Swasey thereupon refused to pay, and the suit
those who sustained the country in her occasion. Comrade John P.
hour of need. Mr. Wyman also express- îould not be here to speak and Hon. iras brought.
The contract which bad been signed
ed some excellent sentiments, among Payson Smith, state superintendent of
other things saying that nothing gives ichools, was sent in his place. Mr. was introduced in evidence, and showed
the old veterans more pleasure than to Smith was well received and listened to Id fine type a paragraph specifying that
feel that the rising generation have some with close attention. His address was do verbal representation should alter the
terms.
appreciation of the sacrifices and hard- » very able one. Ed
After quite lengthy consideration, the
Mann, A. D. Pelt,
Harry Crockett,
ships endured by them, and to note that
a
on
and
N.
Panneton
are
the school children are being taught Dan Hayes
jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff
to
Concord
Pond.
for $30.00. The case will go to the law
fishing trip
lessons of patriotism and loyalty.
Harold Swan and wife of Livermore
Palls passed Memorial Day here.
The Paul Marion Stock Co. will play
it the Opera House three nights commencing June 1, presenting Hazel Kirke,
Under Two Flags, and Down East Folks.
The telephone men are putting in wires
connecting the cottages around the lake
with the main office hero.
The Auburn Gun Club met our club
here fora match Memorial Day. The
result was a tie.

The aixteen soldiers' graves were then
suitably decorated by two veterans, a'tended by the drum corps, tbe evergreen
wreaths and flags being carried by sixteen young girls. The proceesion then
returned to Dunham's Hall, where a
large audience assembled, the exercises
being continued as follows:
1.

Singing, The Boya who Wear the Blue,

2.

Male Quartette.
Recitation, For Grandpa's Sake,

3.
4.

Wreath drill
Recitation, The Blue and the

Park·

Tena Kimball
By ten glrla.

Gray,

Llli Cole.

8.
9.
10.

Altce K. Barden.
Short remarks and Introduction of tha
H. G. Brown.
apeaker,
Rev. S. G. Davie.
Addreaa,
Singing, Oh, Let Me Sleep Beneath the
Moore
Kbg,
Male Quartette.

This excellent programme was announced by Mrs. C. E. Chase, who was a
member of the committee of arrangements. All the children took their
parts with much credit, the wreath drill

being especially pretty.
The address by Rev.

Mr. Davis of
eloquent and
was much appreciated by his listeners.
The music was good. Miss Barden was
in excellent voice and sang in her usual
sympathetic expression and interpretation.
The male quartette consisted of R N.
Stetson, first tenor; Clayton Churchill,
second tenor; F. A. Dunham, first bass;
H. R. Tuell, second bass, and their selections were enjoyed.
At tbe close of the programme ice
cream was served free to the children
and was for sale to any others who
might desire it.
Mr. Levi Sbedd, formerly a resident
here, who has been living at Norway for
nearly four years, has sold his residence
there and purchased the Scott house,
owned by £. E. Field, and situated
opposite 'he residence of Mr. J. R.
Tucker. This house is now rented by
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Dunham, who will
be obliged to move when arrangements
Mr. and Mrs. Shedd are
can be made.
well known in tbis locality and will be
welcomed back by their relatives and
friends.
Frank Small has bought a few acres
of land below Trap Corner and is doing
planting on it.
Edgar L. Wood and family have moved to a farm in Greenwood owned by
Will Yates, and situated next beyond
Fred Edgerley's. Mr. Wood is still cmployed by tbe Paris Manufacturing Co.
and goes back and forth on his wheel.
The report comes from Norway that
A. L. Holmes has hired stalls in the
Cumminge livery stable and will let
teams there.
H. 0. Brown is going to have Rhode
Island Reds exclusively on his poultry
plant this year. Miss Jennie M. Brown,
who has entire charge of hatching the
chickens, has bad exceptionally good
success this season and h&s nearly 400
robust chicks. A recent hatch in a 100
egg Prairie State incubator produced 115

Norway

was

forceful and

Memorial services at East Bethel. A
Mr. Stearns, a former Bethel man, was
speaker, and many of his old friends and
associates greeted him gladly.
The body of John Swan, formerly of
Bethel, was brought here recently for interment from Massachusetts, where he
has been living some years. Mr. Swan
was a prominent business man here, dealing in groceries and potatoes, and was
one of the leading men in the Methodist
church, of which he was a member
many years. Interment in Middle Interhis first wife.
vale Cemetery beside
His widow survives him and two daughters and one son.
O. R. Stanley has been making many
improvements on and about his buildings. Η. M. Osgood has finished work
for him.
Mr. Carey Stevens has been working
for the Cohens and Joseph Oliver.
Ivan Packard, whoee only brother
died in Sayre, Pa., returned from the
west and visited his brother's family
and placed the body in the best lot in chicks, and from twenty bens which
the cemetery, and returned in his loneli- were set an average of eleven and twelve

One day this week Mr. and Mrs. Graham of Haverhill, Mass., stopping at
Brown's Camp, Upper Kezar, this town,
took six salmon in four hours. That is
the best record on this lake.
Both salmon aud trout fishing have
been good here.
Rev. Mr. Hou.sberger of Freedom, N.
H., is visiting at Rev. C. Π. Shank's and
will preach here next Sunday.
The assessors are busy in taking a
valuation of the real estate of the town.
Memorial Day war, observed by services at the Congregational church at the
Center where Âretas Ε. Stearns, Esq
of Rumford Falls gave an able and interesting address. On Sunday previoue
Parker Post attended services at the
same

place.

A. P. Baseett has been in town a few

days.

East Waterford.

Bragdon

declined to serve longer
at the town farm and Mr.
and Mrs. Daniel Wood of Bridgton are
now in charge of the farm.
Ansel C. Bean has been home from
Togus. He returned Tuesday.
J. E. Mclntire and eons Leslie and
Bertrand are at Four Ponds fishing.
Mr.

TERM,

as overseer

of County W. C. T. U.
We, members of the Woman's Christian
Temperance Union of Oxford
County, as>embied in the twentieth an*
nual convention, acknowledge our dependence upon God and Reek His blessing upon our work. Believing the cause
we serve is a great and righteous oue,
and seeking to conserve the best interests

Resolutions

of this cause we hereby resolve,
That wo will increase our interest and
service for the cause of temperance
through the County, State, National and

World's organizations.
Resolved, That the principle of total

abstinence shall bo increasingly emphaour work.
Resolved, That we re-affirm our strong
conviction that prohibition is the best
method of dealing with the liquor traffic,
and that we will seek in all ways to set
forth the advancement of this righteous
law.
Resolved, That we again urge upon
the local unions specific attention to increase of membership, not alone for the
benefit to the organization but also for
the benefit to the new members enlisted.
Resolved, That realizing the importance of the work of the several departments, we pledge ourselves to more
earnest endeavor in all departments we

sized in

^

BLUE 8TORES.

Perhaps It's Been a Little
Gold for Straw Hate,
But this month will

»urely

have many

days

that >ou will need

one.

Our Straw Hats Have Been Out

Days Looking

Several

j or warm

Would it not be well for you to make

weather.

early

an

selec·

I ion and get what you want rathe than wait and take what is left.

THERE

LOOK IN OUR WINDOWS.

YOl'

SEE THE DIFFERENT STI LE*.

WILL

25c., 50c., $1

Men's Straw Hats,
La m so η & Hubbard Straw Hate,

$1-50,

Youths' Straw Hats,
Straws for the Little One*
Crash Hats, Duck Hats,

*rc

00

$2.00
,

50c.

25c., 50c.
25c., 50c.

F. H. NOYES CO.

court.

Lovell.

Recitation, Decoration Day,..Laura Emery
Nelson
Singing, One bv One,
Male Quartette.
Plnsutl
7. Song, The Ruailer,

3.
6.

; HAT

Henry E. Hale vs. A. O. Tracy was
the next case tried. The plaintiff is a
real estate ageut at Rumford Falls, and
the suit was brought to recover $100
commission claimed on the sale of a
farm in Peru for the defendant. The
contention of the plaintiff was that he
negotiated the sale of the farm, but that
the defendant refused to sell, and the
purchaser bought another farm. The
defendant asserts that he was willing to
sell, and that be brought the deed of the
farm to Rumford Falls the day after the
sale, but that the intending purchaser
had negotiated for another place.
Verdict for plaintiff, $15.00.
Stearns for plaintiff; Bisbee & Parker
for defendant.
Susan H. Whitney vs. Marshal S.
Whitney was tried Monday afternoon.
The action was brought to recover rents
and profits on a farm in Byron· The
parties had been divorced on petition of
the wife, and under the law she was
entitled to certain rente and profits in
real estate owned by her husband at the
time of the divorce. After the plaintiff's
evidence was in, defence moved a nonsuit, on the ground that no demand bad
been made for the rents and profits, as
required by law before a suit could be
maintained. The motion was granted
by Judge Peabody, and plaintiff's counsel filea exceptions.
Watson and Manser for plaintiff; Swasey for defendant.
Levi Garrett vs. W. R. Gifford was
This was a suit for
tried Tuesday.
damages alloged to have been caused
during a search of the premises of the
plaintiff at Rumford Kails. The defendant, who was at that time a Sturgis
deputy, participated in the search, together with Deputy Sheriff Gardner H.
Cobb, who swore out the search warrant,
and Sturgis Deputy Eben A. Poor. Two
bottles were found, one containing wine
and the other some other liquor. It is
the contention of the plaintiff that the
defendant had no right on the premises,
and that during the search the defendant
laid violent hands on the defendant's
wife.
Fur the defence it is claimed that
Messrs. Gifford and Poor were not acting
officially as Sturgis deputies in the
search, but as aids to Deputy Sheriff
Cobb at his request; that no assault was
committed upon the woman, but that the
affair consisted wholly in repelling an
attack made by her.
McCarthy for plaintiff; Bisbee &
Parker for defendant.
After the testimony was in, the court
ordered the jury to return a verdict for

Norway.

(2 Stores,)

South Paris,

GLOVES!

GLOVES!

Will interest you if you wish to dress properly. The great
out-let of these goods enables us to sell at reasonable
prices. There is such a demand for them it
will pay you to

see our

12 button
"
ltf
"
12
·'
White, 12

length,

line

early.

KID.

LONG
Blaak,
Black,
Tan,

large

V.' 75,

......

25

tii.OO, *:>, 50
94.00, » ; ■>:,

"

"

#:{.2.r»

"

SILK.

LONG

ot
One lot with double tips,
quality, in white
good
*
91.00, ? 1.25
Others in good length,
$].oo
........
Black in good quality,
extra

LONG LISLE.
White, 87c., 91 00,

91 25.

One lot of MERCERIZED

durable,

Black, 75c., 87 l-2c., 91.00. Grey, 11 25. Mode,
LISLE in black and white, looks like »ilk

:U.
wry
5li»j

SHORT GLOVES.
In mercerized, plain, lisle and silk, in black, white and colors,
White Net Gloves that are very cool for sumner,
Lisle Gloves in black, white, tan and grey,
A good line of Kid Gloves in black, Un and grey, two clasps,

o.

;,.ic.
«1 in.·, >i r,

·,

THOMÂTSiLEV,
Norway, Maine

No trouble to show you
All

Hats.

in-

The Hammond brothers and A. G. Farrar.
Stephen C. Heald
Tenting To-night,
defendant.
The line of march was then taken to
It had been planned to adjourn the
Pleasant Pond Cemetery and thence to
court finally on the afternoon of Wednesthe shore of the pond where the followday, May 29, but as the last case set
ing exercises were held:
down for trial was settled, adjournment
"Inglng, Nearer, My God, to Thee.
was reached Wednesday morning in time
Passages of Scripture by the officers of the
for most of the attendants to catch the
Corpsthe
Mo'her,
Rattle,
Just
Before
Agnes Repplier wonders why men
Solo,
forenoon train. The court was in sesSouth Paris, Maine.
GUdys Young
stick to the Derby hat year after year,
sion fourteen days, and while the numthe
chaplain.
Prayer by
while every enterprising woman insists
ber of trials was not large, a considerCasting flowers in the water with apon a new style of hat with each season.
able amount of business, including some
propriate selections of poetry by memThe answer, dear Agnes, is the same a»
important cases, was disposed of.
and
the
children
of
bers
the
singold
that
Corps
to
conundrum,
the answer
The following divorces were granted
undertake.
ing America. It was a very pretty eight.
Resolved. That we exDress our aD- du ring me term ;
"Why is a woman?"
Park of South Paris. There was quite The
G.
of
the
the
Ladies
of
white
gowns
an am*unt of property disposed of, and
preciation to the press for its generous Annie M Wilson vs. Warren Wilson. DeA. R. contrasted well with the brilliant
K'xilr fn KSc Knoinouo
foalinrr rlnanlt/ oKioL·α nor Kan txra a nhtainoH
Tho af/\^lr
as the crowd was not very large it fol- Λ/\ΙηΜ r\f flm flα/να αη/i fha rrraon lnavoa
The annihilation of that
reports of our work and ite courtesy in sertion. Cu tody of minor children to mother.
II. II. Hastings.
on this plant is continually being im- granting space for the insertion of parathe race, tuberculosis, .eprophesied by a lowed that many of the goods were pur- of the trees. Much credit is due Charles the loss of an only loved brother.
Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Kerwin are now in proved, some high priced breeding stock graphs and arliclis from our Unions.
Minnie It. Lalng vu. Prank M. Lalng. Cruelty.
who ably assisted the Corps in
Ryerson,
of minor child to the mother.
Kerwin'e
oldthe
R.
farm
at
Custody
Mass.
Mrs.
Wisemau
I.
from
we
thank
our
That
Charlestown,
Lewis-1
visitors,
value.
Resolved,
Uleason ft Blanchard.
decorating the church and in many other est brother, from whom she has been ton having been purchased this year.
Mrs. Leavitt, Mrs. Rollins and Rev. Miss
th« "urn. ■«« diseaeo »««'<
Saturday was occupied io yetting in ways.
Habite of
Ma M. Reed vs. Charles F. Reed.
Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Dunham returned Brewster, for their presence and helpseparated for years, ie now boarding
devlntl. ω appendicitie w««. to take it» grain and it required just the full day to
Mr. and Mrs. A. 6. Farrar, who were
Intoxication. Custdv of minor child to libelant.
Mrs. ful words.
home on Wednesday of last week.
with them.
finish the job.
Herrlck & I'ark.
place?
last Christmas, received their
married
The familiar kindly face of Miss Cor- Dunham, who has been ill during her
The death of Bessie K. Ring was duly
Resolved, That we feel under obliga- Cora E. Woo<l vs
Desertion.
friends in the vestry Friday evening. nelia B.
Harry Wood
tion to the Superintendent of Schools
last week; the funeral occurred
Chapman, who boarded in this absence, ie improving in health.
Custody of minor children to libelant.
« reported
There was a large attendance and dancThe weather biieau kindly
At 3:30 p. m. on Memorial Day our and the teachers for the fine exhibition
for some time, is much miesed.
last Sunday at the home of ber parente,
Barnes.
vicinity
was
enjoyed until a late hour.
that the severe weather we have been
first ball team played a close, exciting of the pupils, showing the interest in
conducted by the undertaker, Frank ing
M irzarit Γ. Wilbur vs. Earl L. Wilbur. Cruel
Mexico.
having is due to the high areas of press- Andrews, of South Woodstock. Divine Music by Wm. Glover and Mrs. Henry
and interesting game with Radcliffe of and work done with and fur the children. and abusive treatment. Custody of minor chil l
Maxim. Mr. and Mrs. Farrar received a
ure which, moving almost continual y
libelant.
δ
0
in
to
to
the
services
score
decoration
first
formal
the
railroads
of
The
we
thank
North
resulting
Norway,
services by Rev. Seth Benson
Resolved, That
W right A W heeler.
number of very pretty presents. The over held in M-xicowere observed to- favor of West Paris. The
troiu tb. »»rtb «crow <>'«
game was for the reduction of fares which enabled
Paris. Burial at West Paris. It was
on
account
been
had
uear
A very
.•aii4t>tl cold north winds.
postponed
uitder the auspices of the Mexico won by a batting rally in the West Paris so many to attend this session.
.Joseph Douglas* vs. Hattle E. Douglass. Delast Oct--her that Mr. Benson uuited reception
day
only
Farrar's
of
Mrs.
death
to
hastens
of
the
sertion.
grand- Veteran Association, an organization re team in the ninth inning. L. H. Emery
explanation. But the bureau
Mr. Ring and wife in marriage, thus
Resolved, That we heartily appreciate
1'erklns.
it c»-t .«11 «"J
mother, Mrs. Ruth B. Young, of South
cently formed here. Adelbert Kidder is captain of this team and C. L. Ridlon the courtesy and hospitality of the local
rendering the event especially sad for Paris.
Verna Smith vs. Clinton L. 8mlth. Cruel ami
chase one another across the country
marshal. He had aids. The manager. There is also a second ball Union in serving the convention with
was the
the husband, and she being an only
abusive treatment and habits of Intoxication.
that way.
Tuesday at a special meeting of Wm.
.Stevenson.
daughter, made it equally so for the A. Barrows W. R. C., four candidates proceseiou was led by Dixfield Brass team organized with Verne Ellingwood meals and opening their homes to the
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Whitman have were admitted to membership. Mrs. Band of twenty instruments. The pro- as manager and captain. Both teams delegates and visitors, and to the UniverLizzie A. Cummlnge vs. Charles Cummlngs
cession formed iu front of Mechanics are run under the auspices of the W. P. salist society for the use of its church Habits of Intoxication, and ctuel and abusive
raised a family of five children, the
That death swamp, as it was
\iden Robinson, Mrs. Harry Jacobs of
band Ath'etic Club. There also is a ball and furnishing mueic for the evening treatment.
garded, the Panama canal zone w l yet other four being sons, and this is the Hartford, Mrs. Angle Robins and Mrs. Hall. First in line following the
Coolldge.
S to be a health resort. The «earn tirst time death has entered their dwell- Nellie Starbird of this
were twenty-seven veterane of the civil team among the boye in tbo grammar service.
place. Wednes- war. They were followed by twenty-five school and the outlook promises quite a
Etta E. Thurlow vs. Lyman D. Thurlow. Cruel
rate and sick rate are considerably be
ing.
R.
the
G.
A.
of
the
Ladies
afternoon
and abusive treatment
Maine News Notes.
sons of
veterans and they by twenty- season for ball games this summer.
Miss Richardson's school is progress- day
those of a good healthy town in the
Hlsbee A I'arker.
Swasey.
met at Mrs. Helen Chandler's and made
members of Mechanics Lodge.
Accompanied by Rev. Miss Macduff
eight
"States." Of course the explanation of ing tinely in this district, and we under- wreaths for the soldiers1
graves.
Mary L. Dow vs. B«-ec.lier Dow. Cruel and
of
the
P.
C.
Junior
T.
U.
Universalist
the
feature
in
the
a
is
followed
same
true
Then
the.
stand
the
are
a
inhabitants
throughout
striking
this is that the
picket
abusive treatment, and habits of Intoxication.
Geo. Pulsiferleft for Auburn Tuesday.
Four men cracked the safe in the
of healthy workmen, but it ,» a good town, including Locke's Mills, since the
line, one hundred and twenty school church took a walk to Berry's Ledge on
Swasey.
Norris Newell of South Paris is visitand girls, ranging from twelve Saturday afternoon and enjoyed a picnic Brownville post office early Tuesday
record just «he same, and one of which I scholars there have found out a thing or
boys
Merllc E. Darrlngton vs. George Darrlngton.
ing his aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. W. years of age downward. There was a luncheon on top of the hill.
morning, and carried oil about $100 in Cruel and abusive
treatment and neglect to suptwo, particularly that the tree of knowlwe as Americans should be proud.
E. Lothrop.
Mrs. Jennie Lurvey and son Harold of money and 1300 in stamps. The first port.
lookerson. Flags
concourse of
edge is birch.
Freeman Farrar, who has beeu large
Mrs.
were
sent
out
of
affair
which
the
Swasey.
a
short
visit
at
are
C.
reports
were displayed everywhere, on the car- Danville
Miss Richardson and one of her scholmaking
The election of water district trustees
lame with rheumatism, is now able
Rtated that the act was witnessed by
for the Portland water district brought ars made a pleasant call at the Bennett very
riages, in buttonholes, on hat and head F. Barden's.
A FORTUNATE TEXAN.
to move about the house.
half a dozen citizens, some of whom
of
June
2d
a
tenIn
the
the
scholar
shown
after
on
morning
school,
early
dwellings.and
by
wear,
many
out a considerably larger vote than the place Tuesday
Hill
was
Parlin
of
Paris
Mrs. Rachel
to
the
officers
but
were
E. W. Goodloe, 0/ 107 St. Loui·
Mr.
armed;
in
the
home
Mr.
son
arrived
of
according
now
with
in
the
marched
t
who
e beiug Alice Buck,
those
procession. pound
stopping
election to vote on the acceptance of
in town Thursday to attend the MeThe line of march was down Main or and Mrs. H. H. Wardwell. A few hours it was only some badly Beared women St., Dallas, Tex., says: "In tbo past
That .s the Mrs. A. S. Brooks.
act creating the district
exercises.
morial
year I bave become acquainted with Dr.
River Street, up Day Hill to Granite later a son weighing nine and a half who saw them.
It is hara
Mrs. Daniel Cole and all her three
«av the thing always works.
Mrs. Hattie Young has gone to East
New Life Pille, and no laxative I
Street, thence on Granite Street to the pounds was born to Mr. and Mrs. A. C.
William D. Blethen, proprietor of the King's
euough to get out a full vote when the children are on the sick list. The lates' Sumner to spend a few days.
ever before tried so effectually disposes
matter to be decided is the choice of I report says the mother is slightly imcemetery. The planting of flags and Perham. Pretty near twins!
Blethen House at Dover, and one of the
Mrs. Winslow Farrar is a shut-in on
of malaria and biliousness." They don't
Rev. C. F. Parsons of Portland preach- best known hotel men in
of wreaths on the graves, of solmen. but it is easy comparai with the I proving.
Maine, was
She was papering placing
account of lameness.
diers who fought in the Rebellion was ed an able sermon at the Methodist found on the shore of a stream in bis grind nor gripe. 25 cents at F. A. ShurtUiik of getting men out to vote on I
Fifty years ago or so the papers seem- for Mrs. James Tuell and in
stepping
ieff & Co.'s.
31.
measures which directly and very ma- ed to delight in telling a bit of news
preceded by prayer by Rev. Mr. Howes. church Friday eveuing, May
pasture Monday, lie had gone there to
<>ut of a chair she injured herself so that
Last Sunday the usual
was over Mr.
about Queen Victoria, and now they are
After the decoration
preaching
as he did not
and
fish
the
terially concern them.
before,
day
to
been
able
»he has not since
step.
Howes' wife recited "Cover Them Over service at the Methodist church was by return a searching party was organized.
telling the same about the Queen of
Sale.
with Flowers." Prayer was offered by Rev. Mr. Joslin.
A recently published paragraph says I Spain.
Special music which Death was evidently due to apoplexy,
They even go so far as to say the
Oxford.
was much enjoyed was furnished by a
Rev. Mr. Fisher.
that Point Barrow, Alaska, i. Uncle pope of Rome is to be godfather.
ind no inqueet was considered necessary.
The
Receiver's
Sale
of
the
property of
Have you noticed how variegated the
The line leaving the cemetery and mixed quartette from Norway, also a Mr. Bethen was 70
A union service was held on Memorial
Sam's farthest point north, and that a I
years of age.
Tbe Linen Manufacturing Co., notice of
forest trees are on the hillsides? In some Sunday at the Congregational church. again forming on Roxbury Street march cornet solo by Mr. Morgan.
letter from Indianapolis to that
and airy,
Men's and
Crash and Golf
"Dr." and Mrs. Paul Castor were post]>onement of wbicb was published in
Next Sunday will be observed as chiltraval· in one direction 6!>00 mile*, all I places it is almost equal to the hues of The sermon was by Rev. Mr. Newport to Main and down Main to the CongreIn the famous the Oxford Democrat in the issue of
in fact most everything in summer headgear at the lowest
the distance ^American tern tory
September, and they say the cold weather and prayer was offered by Rev. Mr. gationalist church, in the vestry of dren's dav at the Universalist church | Found guilty of complicity
Feb. 5, 1007, and subsequent issues, and
Farnsworth of the M. E. church. Music which tables were laid and a bountiful with a special collection for missions. Sastner jewel robbery in Portland Tues·
distance named includes 1600 m les Dy is doing it.
for goods of
style and quality.
by order of court, was postponed
It's a good thing to talk
was furnished by a cboir from both dinner awaited.
They were first filled There will be a baptism for the children, lay. The doctor, who is serving a sen- wbicb,
to
at
of
12
20,
1007,
o'clock,
on
another
May
state
noon,
in
tence
their
ohil-1
Denmark.
charge,
prison
churches.
» possible, and «he 1600 miles
by the veterans, sons of veterane, Me-a and all who desire to bring
wbich due notice was given in said Oxι* made of course under the American I
The usual exercises were observed on chanics.and invited guests, then again dren or have tbem unite in this service are | eras brought from Thomaston for the
Mr. F. C. Jewett and his employes at
in
the
who ford Democrat, bas been further postThe
:rlal.
do
the
to
case,
:uroiaher,
so.
principals
invited
was
by
pastor
by filled by the school children and citizens. earnestly
Hag, but it'» rather straining a point to the corn shop had a chicken dinner at Thursday, Memorial Day. Music
order of court tc July 1, A. D.
There was a good ball game on Whit- :lalm to have acted at Castor's Instiga- poned by
Two bushels of beans were baked iu
reckon that track through the Pacitic the shop Memorial Day. A few invited the High School Band. The pupils from
1007, at 12 o'clock, noon, and unless
the school joined in the procession. Din· the ground by Albion Goff, the veteran man's Held last Saturday afternoon; West tion, told a very straight story of the
♦Vean, off the coast of the Dominion of I guests were present.
31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Castor was sen- jtlierwise ordered by the court, I shall
Score 4 to 0' tffair on be stand.
With the beans, Paris 2nd vs. Ureenwood.
Canada, a· American
Mr. Fred Alexander upon going home ner was served at Temperance Hall. lumber camp cook.
to five years in state prison and lell, at the mill of said The Linen
tenced
of
Paris.
in
favor
West
Paris
South
delivered
with
all
of
were
loaded
the
Little
the
tables
Mr.
Rev.
O.
P.
forO.
good
from the I.
lodge Tuesday,
Manufacturing Co., at Snow's Falls in
Telephone 106-3.
Mrs. Castor to four years.
Resolutions of Respect.
got to hitch his hold back on the horse; an eloquent and stirring address to a things provided by the women of the
Hebron.
Paris, in the County of Oxford, on eaid
Whereas, It has been the will of our the consequence was a bad smash up, large audience at the Congregational locality, and they were generous in supis
Indian
relic
An interesting
display· lrst day of July, A. D. 1907, at 12
The students had quite a celebration
and Mr. C. 0. Wood, who was riding church, which was handsomely decorat- plying them. Plenty of waiter· saw to
Heavenly Father to call from
>d in the show window of C. B. Richnoon, to the highest bidder,
and (lowers. it that all were served.
ed with Hags, buntiug
Saturday evening in honor of the Ilebron irdson, Strong. It is a sap bucket , >'clock,
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therefore be it
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noted
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Quite a number of the Masonic lodge Several fine selections were sung.
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ormerly
ished February 5, 1007, all the property
Prof. Roberts of Colby gave a lecture :haracter of
The senior class in the high school wind to cause a chill. The band opened
Resolved, That by her death \\ m A. of this place visited Brownfleld Wednespioneer days. This bucket >f The Linen Manufacturing Co. deBarrows Relief Corps, No. I», of
presented the drama, "That Tomboy," the musical programme with a medley, here Wednesday evening.
s made of very heavy birch bark, the , icribed in said notice of
day evening and report a fine time.
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Memorial Day was fittingly observed. nner bark
Sumner. Department of Maine, hw»
There was a large attendance at the on Friday evening at Robinson Hall. the music to which the old war songs
being on the outside of the 007, and in tbe notices tborein referred
A were familiar to soldiers and the more Twenty-five from Post Dwinal, Mechanic tucket. The seam was
true and loyal member and an efficient I auction Wednesday at the late Ezra The parts were all finely taken.
very carefully ( ;o.
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officer. One who was faithful in the dis- Davis' home. Mrs. Davis will start for dance with ice cream and cake followed. »ged ones present. Everything passed Falls, were present.
ewn and
apparently was made tight
Dated at Portland, Maine, May 27,
jff with regularity and the whole thing consisted of prayer by Rev. Dr. Crane, rith a c >at of
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the west in a few days.
cbarge of every duty.
pitch. The height of the 007.
remarks by Prof. Newton, reading by tucket is about nine
E. j. Parrott has sold his house to was a success.
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More than 450 persons were furnished Miss Hodsdon, "Cover them over with it
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The Κ. Ο. K. A. will meet thia Monat 7 o'clock.

SOCTH_PAm

one·

day evening

Rev. J. W. Cheebro of the Baptist
church exchanged puloits Sunday with
Rev. B. S. Rideout of the Norway Congregational church.

SOCTH l-AHIB ΓΟβΤ ΟΪΓΚΚ.
Hour·: 7 Λ) A. «· to 7 30 r. «.
utlNl> TKUWK RAILWAY.

ConBtucllf Sept.
t*aIS«

LXAVE

Good Cheer meeting Wednesday after
it 2 o'clock.

1906,

Master Irving Barrows, while fishing
the river Friday afternoon, caught a
black bass weighing four pounds, and
twenty-one inches long.

SOOTH PA*M

on

Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Tucker will leave
on the way to their
summer home at Bay Point, spending
some time visiting relatives on the way.

Tuesday morning

CHUICUt
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«Ltlng other
^^"cî.îchÎwr
.?ηΐη'Λι T JO o'clock- All.

Master Robert Whittle
entertained
the members of his class in school at a
corUUlly Invited.
his
at
Λ.
home
Η.
Rev
Paetor.
.«
Clifford.
party
Friday evening. There
MctUodUt hun-n.
mwtlo? 10Λ0λ. „.. were twenty-two preseut, and all enjoyOn sun- ay
10 « a. M.; Sabbath School
ed themselves hugely.
Meeting 6 00 r. M
β
u M. *Ρ»ο™
7KWP. *.; prajer meetThe cantata. Under the Palms, by Geo.
cIam
meeUng, ITMay
u
evening;
F. Root, will be given by the choir of
*veulnf·. ■ tair.-h ttev. J. Wallace Cheebro. the Tniversalist church next Sunday at
4:15 p. κ., assisted by the Sunday School
and the following singers:
s

Κ·

L

lay
«toe
of.

^^.l^^

not

^i^cSlrch.

rî!'MKpJS&League
Au£day

-s sajs-tfrw-ysws *
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STATBD MKETtSOSRegular
*i -Paris Lodge, No. Ή.
evening on or before full moon.
Mica
Lcxlre.
r—Mount
iavevenlni of eailt week.—Aoror*
and third Monday evening,

V .'lay

v

Τ

:

Soprano.
Mrs. J. S. Burbank,

Mis» Grace Thayer,
Mrs. Mlnot Whittle,
Mrs. Cora Brig*·,
Mr·. Luellt Smiley,
Mrs. I. E. Andrews.

Base.

Tenor.

Carl Brig*»,
Albert Dean.

regular me£

g£t,r. m*ut.'tlret
τ

*'

Contralto.

church. Kev. J. H. Little. Paator. Mr». H. G.
Fletcher.
Su»day
Junior Lnlon at 3 30 Mr». Alton Wheeler,
M Us Annie Moore,
p. C. V. at 7 P. M.
M Is- HatUe Leach.
jit

.Λλ
Γ*Λ
5"ï

George Brlggs,
Toluian,

Jeaele

Frank Moore.
Choir.
L. S. Sewlons,
Vlrgte Wilson.

Organist.
Agnes Penfold.

,ΐ-i'SS·
V·

s.. us. ~m Chorus of children of '20 voices.
of each
V
flr-t 141 third t» Saturday evening»
Hall
Oxford Congregational Conference.
®
,v-' κ Kimball Circle. Ladh* Of the G A.
The aunual meeting of the Oxford
third Saturday evening, of
f.d. In Urand Armi Hah.
Congregational Conference will be held
trom May 1 to Oct. 1#
irld
Grange,
1
with the South Paris Congregational
T"
thlrd Saturday ; during the
W Saturday,In church on Tuesday and Wednesday,
June
11 and 12.
The
pro*
"'Λ,' C -Second and fourth Mondays of gram of the sessions is asprovisional
follows:
So.
181.
*\
Brook
Lodge,
I» —Stonv
TUESDAY MOKNINU.
: I and fourth Wednesday evening.
„
Organization and appointment of committees.
>.-lUmtta Lcnlge.No. 31. meets every 11:00 Greetings to the
delegate» by the pastor
fT'\. evening at Pythian llalL
and response.
Uni»» Conference sermon,
in
town
was
of
Bucktield
Fre.i Κ Dyer
Rev. J. G. Fisher, Mexico, j

,lw?Ynd

/

ftheyW.Veà.

1

Friday

on a

'business trip.
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A. Curtis was at home from
r, rt[llUll for Memorial Day.
Keith Spofford of
,r and Mrs.
a visited relatives here Sunday.
I.ew
Wrn

1:4.'>
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V.

Ih»y.

M.

Portland was
°«« "-««w
a

W·

2:ui

2:40
3IX)
3:4.

Klisha M. Stevens of Lynn,
K. Morse's for a
;it. been at A.

Ma^

few

King of

da> »·

The «eather is relenting a little, but |
7 -so
iW repentance is not as yet anything en- 7:4.'»

thusiastic.

It « .sift the last snow storm after all.
it'll od the morning of WednesFlak
day. May 29.

9:1.'·

Woman's Baptist Missionary
rhe
meet.nz will be held in their vestry
Thur- y afternoon.
χ

»

Ό0
•J ϋ

»:50
1"

will be special work at the next

.f Mt. Pleasant Rebekah Lodge,
Friday veiling, June 14.
Mr* Alice P. Thayer, who has been
vi>it in Massachusetts for several
0I1
weeks, returned home Friday.
.·,

m-,

10:30
11.'"

half-holiday in the
r\ of the Paris Manufacturing Co
fu
be^Q with the tiret of June, and the
rv was shut down Saturday afterfa
T

Saturday

e

noon.

Berlin Sunday excursion train beit·, summer's busiuess on Sunday.
»t·
:
MO· the same time as heretofore,
g ■.,· up at 10:22 A. M., and down
;

<5:00

Ν llaskell, Miss Emma Haskell,
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Baynes visited
ov
Sunday at Mrs. Hideout s in A
b-.rn. where Miss Hattie Haskell
been for some weeks.

|
I

Ε

an,i

has|

have been secured on the
Grand Trunk for the Universal>st state
,· nvention. which is in session at Buldefi.rd. Monday to Thursday of tb>s week,
ν
;tli Paris" to Biddeford and return,

Special

rates

|

I He street running easi uy
been
informally
ci.urch, which has
been
It! *d as Crockett Lane, has
christened Deering Street, aud a sis:n
bt.ring that name has been put at the
corner of that and Pleasant Street.
iuc

'<-en

.1-

place on
purchased by W.

John Martin

e

1

Hill Street
S. Starbird

harles Edwards. It is understood
they want most of the land which
with the place for their own use,
ar the house will bo for sale.

>

»J.

and Mrs. J. Π. Little and Mr. and
Mrs » Γ -Stearns attend the Uuiverbalist
Mr.
t; >n this week at Biddeford.
I
makes the report of the Oxford
the
for
«1
tin
·, also makes
report
W" W. Hooper memorial committee.
U''v.

ν

inadvertently or ignorantlv or
willfully put into the grain. They must
swallow it or spit it out. They swallowed it and were a feeble, puny people.
to deWhy, they hadn't sprawl enough
Children's Sunday.
velop an appendix in ρ;'*κΙ shape, hardly
fiftieth
is
the
anniversary worth being operated upon.
Next Sunday
white
of the institution of Children's Sunday j
Well, we are glad to know that
in the Christian churches. This beauti- bread and butter are "it," for that and
ful rite or custom waH introduceod by "vittles"—are two-thirds of our living.
Rev. Charles H. Leonard, I). D.. dean of Happy to know that we are doing the
the Theological ^chocl at Tufts College, best we can for the inner individual, alwhen be was pastor of the Universalist though we had been doing it ignorantly.

κ° ί

speak

^ *hich was made before he was en-

W«ed here.

Mrs. Roxanna Elder, after an illness
"! s,'vpral days followingto athisparalytic
died at her home
village
*
«arljr hour Thursday morning,
ar* Elder's age was 77 years.
She *u
*'laughter of Joseph Cummings, formerly of this town but later of Greenan(' wa" the widow of Charles L.
amer
She leaves three sons, Charles
«■ Wder of
Maiden, Mass., who has a
°®oe 'n Boston, George M. Elder
Nelson G. Elder of South Paris.
1
funeral at 1:30 Saturday was attendri by Rev. J. H. Little.

_an

»!',

,*
ft

,5'1™00 Κ Ellis suffered a paralytic
nock on Thursday, and after remaining
an unconscious date from the effects,
«'«1
Saturday evening. Mr. Ellis was 77
spent
V age'· Most of his life washe
has
For the past few years
weeks since
but *
Ρ chased and moved on to what is
K>wnas the George W. Stevens farm,
Brook road about a mile
where be
ea8t of the
ea.
He in survived by a widow and
children, including Harry P.
«His of Auburn, Mrs. E. A. Howe and
*rs. Maurice L.
Noyes of South Paris,
who ,iT« *t borne. The
Tue*<W afternoon will
*
by Rev. J. W. Chsebro. In-

nature

District No. 5. from R. R. Station to Rumford 1
Ro».t.
5 sh >rt whistles ami 1 long and repeat.

J*?1'8

£2* ^ )130
^ 0^
*nnwt
In Rlvwald· Cemetery.

kicking,
body in

District No. 4. Kiist of the River.
4 short whistle· nnd 1 long and re|>eat.

last week.
The following is the programme of
it away the exercises held at Hebron on Meso that the hand and morial Day:
•i .·< y enough
The choir.
arm wi re not drawn in, and there will be
Marching through Georgia
Dr Crane.
He and Prayer
"" >tn 'us injury to the hand.
The school children.
Bell
Indfoendence
The
of
Mrs firings left Friday for an outing
Marlon Tracy.
Memorial Day,
Edna George.
a week or ten days at Brookton.
Blue and the Grav,
Ground.
the
Old
on
Camp
Tenting
Double Quartette.
Announcements have been received by
The school cb'l Im>.
relatives and friends here of the mar- The White Lily
Ml·» >tod«don.
nai;» in Seattle, Wash., on May 15, of Heading
Alice Melcber.
Ready,
The choir.
M:*s I.otta Under, eldest daughter of Red. White and Blue
..Trances Glover.
Mrs. Kate Skillings Linder of Mankato, our Flag.
Sturtevant.
Fifth
Lucy
The
Dandy
Mmn
to Mr. William George Clark of
The cbolr.
Tramp, Tramp, Tramp
Ellen Glover.
■-eattle. They will be at home to their The lfi«g,
Iren.
cbll
tbe
school
friends in Seattle after July 3. The Λ dialogue by
Choir.
bri«!e is a niece of Mrs. CoraS. Briggs The Sol-tier's Farewell Hutchinson of Beth 'l, and
Remarks br Comrade
: has visited here in her childhood
Professor Newton.
'8 a'80 ^e childhood home
x'
of» tue
Christian Endeavor Unlôn.
bride's mother.
The East Oxford Local Union of T.
1 ">e people of Paris had a piece of
with
good fortune in beiog able to hear Gen. P. S. C. E. holds its annual meeting
at Rumford Kails,
haniberlain on Memorial Sunday. He the Baptist Society
4 and 5,
while here that Tuesday and Wednesday, June
*^me °*
r. m. Tueshe bad been suffering severely that day, the sessions beginning at 1
in
a:>
that if he had known how he was to day and closing Wednesday afternoon
Besides local speakhe he should have telephoned in the time for tbe train.
addressee
includes
rooming that he couldn't come; and he ers, the programme
"id for several days suffer so much with by Mrs. Ella M. Keith of Worcester,
Rev. C. D.
unibago that he canceled his engage- Mass., State Field Secretary
Smith Baker.
ment to
at Gorham on Memorial Crane, and Rev. Dr.

l;!e,Stony
*1,* h^f

John's Letter.
Reading that to prevent a

[
j
bat-1

factory the first of
ai
Fortunately he was able to pull

,™8·

|

j

a;

.».ΓΓι,1η îJorwaT'

beatiful memorial ceremony, the weathe
clerk modified the semi-Arctic tempera
ture for a few hours on Thursday, anc
allowed the sun to give us occasiona
smiles through the clouds. It wa
breezy but not uncomfortable, and ι
suitable opportunity was afforded fo
the appropriate exercises of the day.
At 1:45 P. m. the procession formed ii
front of Grand Army Hall, with thi
Norway Band leading, followed by Wm
K. Kimball Post, 6. A. R.
Notwith
standing tbe thinning ranks of th<
there
were
over
veterans,
forty on th<
march. They were followed by th<
Ladies of the Q. A. R., and they by th<
school children in charge of some of th<
teachers.
Tbe participation of the
school children wa&not a merely nomi
nal affair, as it has sometimes con»
pretty near being, but there were over a
hundred of all ages in line, each of them
carrying a flag, and seemingly taking an
intense interest in the occasion.
The procession proceeded to Riverside
Cemetery, where prayer was offered by
Rev. J. W. Chesbro, there were appropriate selections by the Schubert Quartette, and Lincoln's Gettysburg address
The
was read by Miss Eva E. Walker.
decoration of the large number of soldiers1 graves in the cemetery was then
attended to by the veterans, and for this
ceremony a very pretty innovation was
introduced.
During tbe preliminary
exercises a detail of tbe veterans posted
a school girl bearing a Hag at each soldier's grave, and as the post marched
around the cemetery a wreath of green
was laid at each of these graves and the
Hag was set. Meanwhile the band played a dirge, assembled around tbe grave
of Hannibal C. Howe, a former player in
tbe band.
The decoration completed, the line of
march was taken up to High Street and
Moore Park, past the soldiers' monument, and back to New Hall, which had
been finely decorated with tlags and

cow from
tie a rope tightly around her
front of the hips and udder,
Adjournment.
[ tried the project and would here and
Good Reading.
now offer to the public a method equally
A good story for mothers to read will I a< good. Tie a red string around her
be found in our public library. No. S. ">92, off horn and it will give the same results
entitled "What Can she Do?" It shows and is easier. If you are not satisfied
in vivid picture the helplessness of girls with the outcome, and you wear thick
who have not bad the right home train- cowhide boots, kick her bowels or any
in your
ing, and how sure they are to be crushed part of her anatomy where,
in the battle of life, especially if they judgment, it will do the most good, and
rush to the city, thinking that there an relieve your own pent-up feelings. If
stool.
open door always waits for willing you wear slippers try the milking
workers. The doors are wide open, but When Roena is disposed to lift a foot
axle
Mica
teats.
ber
they are doors leading to ruin. In spitefully I grease
"What Can She Do·.'" the author pictures grease, or any other kind, is like a soft
real life in the great city as it opens its answer that turneth away wrath. (See
doors to th« girl who goes there without Scripture!) However, different causes
frieuds to meet and guide her. The
produce tbe kicks. Usually it is a chaftie is an unequal one, and full of trouble ed and cracked condition of the teats
and danger for the girl who goes alone I that causes the irritation.
Unless you had seen it in print you
to attempt to win her way where all are
The value of good home would hardly believe that a rope drawn
strangers.
a
training is well brought out in the | ..ver a cow's back and under her belly
little south of her ehort ribs, or a red
closing chapters of the book.
Rkadkr.
string knotted around her off horn,
would have such a sooting effect. When
Fire Alarm Signals.
the conditions are right a cow with a
The tire alarm districts and signals I full udder naturally enjoys the ma'
for South Paris village are as given be- nipulation of human hande when the
low. These are designed to locate fires, memory of her baby has fad eel. one
and will be used in calling out the fire- accept» the substitute meekly.
What mistaken ideas come to us all
meu for practice drill this week:
of life. Now
District No. 1. North of Gothic Street and 1 the way alyng the journey
Bast of κ R
here is one that we always supposed to
1 short whittle ami 1 long and re it· at.
be true, because we had seen it in print
District So. i. North of R. R. Station and I —that B.oad made from whole wheat
R.
R.
wo-l <.f
Hour is more nutritious, brain, bone and
·.' short whistles and 1 Ion# and repeat.
muscle strengthening than bread from
District Nor. a. South of Gothic Street and |
bolted Hour. But uow some one rises to
ea->t of R. R to River
Our
3 short whistles and 1 long and repeat.
explain that it is a mistaken idea. what
ancestor^ bad no choice but to eat

>

J]

As if to atone somewhat fur the un

precedented severity of our month ο
May, and give a suitable setting to tbi

Commander W. S. Starbird of Wm. K.

Norway.

Democrat is accused of saying
fur coat seasou ended May "23d.
It
didn't say that.
ie Democrat
it the rural carriers left their fur
that day. As a matter of fact,
in 1857. The
fu:
..its have been a very necessary church in Chelsea. Mass
art:t.-!e during the past week.
day will be observed here in the UniverAt
a double service.
bean, salist church, by
■rg·· W. Richards, J. II.
10:<45 Α. M there will be a serin >n ap'·
A. Brings and Carl S. Briggs are
to thedav, and introductory to
si" 'î.iiiig the week on a fishing trip, propriate
the cantata "Under the Palms" which
s'·
Richards' farm near
at Mr.
will be given at -1:15 ρ m. by the Sunday
Ν
Rev. Α. Κ Baldwin,
!i W odstock.
School, the choir, and a chorus of sing"
attending the East Oxford Local ers from this and the other churches. At
Ι 'ι ή of Christian Eudeavovat Rumford
this service there will be a baptism of
ia.U, is putting in a portion of the
be
children. A freewill offering will
weet with the fishing party.
taken for the benefit of the Sunday
Bar··
Briggs had one hand hurt School.
"mg into the gear of a machine
Memorial Day at Hebron.
work in the Paris Manufacturt

IVE OCCASION.

j

at|

p. m.

OBSERVANCE OF THE IMPBKSS

Kimball Post presided at the exercises
at the ball. The musical part of the
programme included selections by the
Church Union,
band, and singing by tbe Schubert
Rev. T. H. Derrick, Andover.
Quartette. A. E. Morse by request read
American Missionary Association,
Rev. Geo. H. Gutterson. Boston. '•The Whistling Regiment."
What Substitute for the Prayer Meeting
Although the special memorial adof our Churches?
drees bad been given by Gen. ChamberW. H. Kaetnian, East Sumner.
lain on the preceding Sunday, the exerDiscussion.
cises of the day were not without good
TUESDAY EVENING.
addresses, the speakers being Hon.
Praise service.
S. Wright and Rev. J. W. ChesTopic: What the Public School·* and James
Teachers can do to Η· Ιρ the Church bro.
Mr. Wright spoke eloquently of
in Character Building In the Children
the sacrifices made in our civil war, and
and Youth,
and moral progress of
Rev. F. Newport, Oxford. the great material
the country which has resulted. Mr.
Address,
W.
Professor
T. Foster, Bowdoln College. Cheebro
spoke from the lessons of hisWEDNESDAY MOUSING.
tory of the blessings of liberty, and what
Devotional service.
it has achieved for this nation in its
Bu.-Ines-.
short existence, and illustrated the
Report of the churches.
of free America by a review
Work among the Italians and Finn» In | possibilities
Our State.
of the life and career of Gen. Grant.
Mr. Joseph Parlllo, Rumford Fall·».
A good audience was present at the
Maine Missionary Society,
the observance of the day
Rev. W G. Mann. exercises, and
Topic: Advantage» and DWadvautag β I here was in general such as the founders
of a Country Parish.
of the institution desired and intended.

1:4.> Devotional service.
•
Rev. B. S. Rideout,
00 Sermon,
•i 30 Sacrament of Lord'» Supper.

Kemember the "Bird Social" at the
list church vestry Tuesday, June

FITTING

bunting.

Devotional service.
Led bv Mr». T. S. Barnes. South Paris.
Topic: is the spirit of CongregiUonall in
Democratic or Aristocratic?
Rev. C. N. Gleaeon, Bethel.
Dlscus-don.

Rev. W. H. Forbes. G Head.

Ue-.r^e Jones, until recently
th Paris, now living in Portland,
0{
has Htrn with relatives here for the
past week.

T::)0 P. *. Cordial welcome to
Candy for sale by the young ladies.

AFTERNOON.

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.

a resident

yet
4tb
all.

Refreshment» and social hour.
TUESDAY

.n

Memorial Dey at Sooth Parle.

boob

Wonder if that is what made us so stout
and stuck such a "pod" on to us. Beer
didn't do it.
Well, w«? hope it will never appear in
the human
print that cream is unfit for
and
stomach, for we just dote on cream
liave all the way along since the days
when we disturbed mother s milk p.ms
our
aud laid it to the cat. But we got
old
scolding just the same. The dear
severe
not
were
mother's scoldings
enough to cure us, and her whippings
aud too
were good easy ones—too easy
to work reform.
light
6
John.
M. Wentworth.
the
Mrs Lucy M. Wentworth, wife of
at
late John Wentworth, of Hiram, died
the home of her son, L. A. Wentworth,
4
Monday, May 13, aged 75 years,
months, 25 dave. She passed away very
the afterpeacefully about 7 o'clock in
Funeral services were held
noon.
Rev.
Thursday afternoon at her home.M. E.
Mr. Eldridge of the Cornish
chorch officiated.
froma
The friends in attendance
Wildistance were Mr. Eli C. Williams,
Wentworth,
mington, Mass., Ansel W. H.
Bailey,
Lowell, Mass Mrs. Henry
Frank R.
Andover, Mass., Mr. and Mrs.
ElMiss
Mas*.,
Williams, Wilmington,
Pierce of
vina Lane and Mrs. Daniel
Mrs

Lucy

Brownfield.
Mrs. Wentworth

..

the daughter of
and respectAaron Williams, an old-time
was the olded resident of Hiram. She
all of
eat in a family of seven
of
whom survive her, with the exception
who died on
one, Ansel W. Williams,
board a steamer anchored in Mississippi
he was
Sound off Ship Island, where
3d
s
buried. He belonged to Read Co.,
and was one ol
was

children,

pUnlverrMUt

affairs.

Her

loss

will be

public
knew her, but she
deeply felt by all who
life
entire
us an example of a
left
the
has
in
The capital invested
whatever her hand,
Maine granite industry in 1906 amounted to doing cheerfully
to
serving God
to the of- found to do, a life given
to about 13,500,000, according
is by being of use to people here on wlt
estimate
This
out.
ficial report just
as she would tha
based upon fair valuations of the quar- She did unto others
nol
of others should do unto her; and this,
ries themselves, of tbe plants, and
la only In outward acta, but in the inwarc
the amount of "working capital" that
acts proceedmotives from which those
required to carry on the present business. ed.
of th«
She was in the truest sense
and true friend
mother
faithful
m
words,
"
A Pullman conductor named Brown,
Sleep
"He Glveth Hie
running on the Grand Trunk between All dreail of the distant Bejove<i
future,*11 fears thai op
Portland and Montreal, was arrested by
hare noise
United States officers oharged with Like Kth« cfcar Id the sunlight,
the
them from »lumbe:
smuggling, and it ia alleged by
and deep.
officials that a wholesale business in
so
Maine haa ever known.

and

de*ot®^

P-C.V.mo^

ιΜλορ*?
~JUithodl:*
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ώ«"' Κ:*
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te°Kpervlce'J^l)A·11·;

«vXaf&
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HAVE YOU CATARRH?

Here I· Belief tor Wemtm.

Mother Gray, a none In New York, discovered
an aromatic pleasant herb cure for women'· 111·
WEST ΡΛΒΙ8 6;
called AUSTRALIAN-LEAF. Itlstheonlj
BA^ÏCLIFFE 5.
CHDBCUB8.
certain monthly regulator. Core· female weak
;
Weat Pari· won their game from Bad
«-'nfrregalonal Church, Bev. B. 8. neaeee and Backache, Kidney, Bladder and Url
cliffe of Norway Thursday afternoon bj
service Sunday, nary troubles. At all Druggists or by mall SOcts
p. i.
iea«4 m "I ki. ,.^ch,?5
the above boore. The opposing pUcberi ii?2P
Sample FREE. Add re»·, The Mother Gray Co.
\· si;» 5*»J'k*th School, lJîOOM·; y.
Le Boy, Ν. T.
were Farnntn for Weat Paria and tticb
for Radeliffe.
Karnum's record at the
Ask for Allen'· Fset>Eu«.
Tlhureh, Reτ. 8. Ο. T>avl·. A powder for awollec, tired, hot, smarting feet
end of the game was the better of the
PmeUjr. P*Muktag «jrvlce un Sunday at 10:30
Sample sent FREE, alao Free Sample of Foot
two, and bis team won by a narrow marS5,0°'· ,;ί:00; Υ·
Eask Hani-tart Cork-Pad, a new Invention
gin. The support of both pitchers at
Addrc-*, Al'cn S. <)1m«te<l. Le Roy, Ν. T.
Church, Rev C A. Brooke, Pastor
times was clean and fast, while at othef
Α·
5>:
times the teams made costly errors on UW M., Social Evening Meeting,
7AO P. M
Born.
easy chances. Weat Paris made their PMjer meeting, Tuesday evening; class meeting
and
*"«*
errors in the early part of the game
In West Paris, June 3, to the wife of H. H
at the beginning of the 8th inning RadBaptU. Church, Be*. Ε S. Cotton. Pastor Ward well, a son.
Sabb.th School,
eliffe led by a score of δ to 2. In tbil
In West Paris, June 2, to the wife of A. C
evening*»r. Perham, a son.
p™yef Meeting, Sunday «««■"*
inning West Paris found Rich for four M.·
ui°07MV
Wednesday evening,! .80.
In West BuckOcld, May 29, to the wife of John
clean bite, and this with two pass balls
κκκπχιικ,
Flagg, a son.
nTATKn
enabled them to score three runs and
In Canton, May 13, to the wife of Charlei
i.od«>
of
Oxford
meeune
Radeliffe could not
tied the score.
Jï· "egular
Small, a daughter.
No. 18, In Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on or
In
score in their half of the ninth, and West
May 24, to the wife of George B.
before full moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter, Bi'ck,Paris,
a son.
Paris succeeded in getting a man around
Wednesday Evening, ou or
In
Paris,
^"femblea
May *29, to the wife of Leslie F..
before foil moon. Oxford Council, R. i 8. M. Newell, a daughter.
the bases with only one out scored w
after fullmoon. OxfordLodue
In Dlxfleld, May 17, to the wife of Will Hall, s
against them. The fielding features Friday evening:,
^^r
son.
were a one hand catch by Parlin which
In Ne wry, May 19, to'the wife of Walter Fos'-«'Κ®—Regular meeting ter, a daughter
he turned into a double play, and a
(Evelyn Alice).
£~N.°ï7rWr
*
Tuesday Evening,
In Fryeburg Center, May 23, to the wife of E.
e«ery
catch by Billings on a bard hit ball withHa,'î
«
In
Odd
meets
No.
21,
wlldey Encampment,
Chandler
a «on.
Buzzell,
in a few inches of the ground.
Fellows Ha I, second and fourth Friday EvenIn Norway, May 23, to the wife of William H.
each month. Mt. Hope Rebekab Lodge,
a son.
P. H. 3. 10; HEBBON ACADEMY 2d β.
Booth,
No. 58, meets on flrat and third rrfday of tub
Paris High School defeated Hebron month.
g' Of P.—Keeular meeting in Hathawav Block
season
time
this
for
second
the
Married.
Academy
every Thursdav Evening. u. B., A. O. Novea
at Hebron Thursday afternoon in an inFriday of each
i2' ""î®** th,nl
Nv
m «h°ni
No. 38, P. s. second
Lake
in
to
m..ntb.
in
came
When
Paris
Assembly,
Norway,
May
2fl, by Rev. C. A. Brooks, Mr.
teresting game.
of each month.
Charles R. Flint and Miss Margery Butler, both
take their last bat in the ninth inning and fourth Friday evenings
Grange meets second and of Norway.
ο ;~ûorwa^
Hebron was leading by a score of β to 3, fourth Satunlays
of each month at Grange Hall.
but when they took the field again
ΡΛ0·1· N°· <*. meets InB
« A. R. 'iall Ku!t
Ν*» G.
on the first Tuesday Evening
New
Died.
things had changed and they were lead- of each month.
The Hebron pitcher lost
ing 10 to 6.
W. R. C.—Meets In New O. A. B. Hall, MonIn
South
Paris,
80, Mrs. Boxanna Elder,
May
all his control in this inning, ami his day evening.
Ν. Ε. Ο. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177. meets In aged 77 years.
bases on balls with a little batting by
In
lune
WedSimon
R. Ellis, aged 77 years.
third
firs:
and
Parle,
1,
the
NcwG. A.R.Hall,on
In Hiram, May 13, Mrs Lucy M. Wentworth,
Paris netted them their five runs. He- nes lav evenlnge of each month.
Ο U. A. M.—Norway and South Parle Council. aged 7.1 years.
bron could not score in their half of the
In Norway, May 23, Joslah Stone, aged 75
^
*'
ever^ Tuesday
inning. The make up of the high school
years.
team was changed
No.
meets
considerably ; TitTree
199,
F.—Elm
P.
17.0.
Colony,
fourt'1 Wednesday evenlnge of each
*
coiub pitched, Barrett took his place at
second, Easson took Barrett'· place in U. O. G.C—Norway Commandery, No. 247
center field, and L. Clark played left
*η<1 f°Urth Thur,"la>' evenings of
field. The work of Rawson at ehort
Heifers to pasture.
Good feed
R· G. E.—Oxford Caetlo, No. 2, meete In Rver
for Paris was one of the best features of
son hall, evcrv Thursday evening, September to
the game. The score:
Thursday evenings, May to and good care.

BBEATHE

WSTÏÎ

evening0'^18
monih

Wanted.

•ac&tnonth

September*11

P. H. 8.
A.B.
5
β
5
S
3
4
5
5
5

Raweon, ·.·
Titcomb, ρ
G. CWrk, ο

L. CUrk. l.f
Bafrctt. 2-b
Cutting. 3 b
Peverley, r f
Uatoe, 1-b...
Ε a* son, c.f

«

Totale,

HEBRON

5
8
5

1.0ring, ç.

DavU, c.f
Smith, ρ

12

1
1

1
>

1

"

2

"

*

S

?

14

27

Â0

0

5

1

î

A.

?i i1
? Γι

ί

S

2,S

ÎÔ

P.O.

a

R.
«

η

-ϋ

10

S

B.H. P.O.
»

0

1

β

2

1

43

β

11

-Λ

Total·

S

B.H.

SECOND.

A.B.

cooler, l.f
Richarde. 2-b

Β.

Α.

;

7

0

0

27

^

9

A delegation of about one hundred
members of Oxford Council, No. 14, R
0 and S. M., of Norway, visited Bridgton
0
Ί uesday evening and worked all the deο
0
The
grees on thirty-two candidates.
1
party were entertained at the Brideton

j

1

House.

Α.Β.

2
4
3
4
5
4
ft
4
4

Gammon, 1-b.

Jordan, 2 b
Rich, ρ

Kouller.S^b

Anderson, r.f

Perkins, c
Walte.cf

35

Totals

5

β

SOUTH PARIS.
Parlln, ρ
K. shnw, β.β
Ford. 2-b
Lowell, 3 b
Monk, c
Edwards, I f.
Johnson, 1-b
Huck, r.f
Spring, c f.

w

out,

3
5
4
ft
ft
ft
ft
3
2

37

Totale
*Sh

Α Β.

Κ.

1
1110
0
0
4
0
1
0
0
0
4
1
0
0
4
2
1
0
2
3
0
1
ο
1
1
ο
1
0
0
112
1
2
118
11112
7

·ί6

9

0
0
0

Η. P.O. 4.
2
4
1
112
2
3
2
2
1
3
β
1
1
0
0
2
1
0
7
0
2
1
0
0
1

5

9

Κ.

2
0
3
0
0

0

Β

27

10

struck at ball that hit blm.
Score by Innings.

5
Κ.
1
0

1
2
1
0

All village schools closed on Wednesday except the high school which con-

SIRE,
DAM, Mayflower Wilkes.

dropping

carriage.

RUTH

personal

package that money will be refunded
unless the treatment does ail that is

at

—

OF

of the Universalist
Union
church visited the South Paris Union
Sunday eveninir. Harold Thayer of the
South Paris Union presided, and the
meiding was a most pleasing and interesting one. Rev. S. G. Davis and Rev.
Isabella Macdutf were very in1 creating

People's

ι»

'1_

unfl

I.nine

wjfB

xv(.ra

af

Andover during tlie week on a fishing
0
They returned Monday evening.
0 trip.
Monday evening was a most pleasant
5 one with the new order of Good Templars at G A. R. Ilall. New badges were
issued and many petitions for member-

ship received.

—

IN

ALL LEATHERS
LADIES' PAT. OXFORDS,
$3-5°» 3 °°> 3·75> 3·5°» 2·'°»
Ι·5°·
LADIES' GUN METAL OXFORDS, $3.00, 2.50, 3.00.
LADIES' VICI KID OXFORDS,
$3.00, 2.50, 2.00, 1.50, 1.35.

LADIES' RUSSET OXFORDS,
3.00,

A.

thing

in

Confectionery ;

as

well

as

many other

things ;

in

the most

all at fair

prices ;

can

emJRTLEFF

A.

*

Soda and Ice

Drugs ;

be had

F.

A.

8IICRTL.EFF

A

REMARKABLE RESCUE.
That truth le stranger than fiction, has
once more been demonstrated in the little town of Fedora, Tenn., the residence
He writes: "I was in
of C V. Pepper.
I bed, entirely disabled with hemorrhages
of the lungs and throat. Doctors failed
to help me, and all hope had tied when I
began taking Dr. King's New Discovery.
Then instant relief came. The coughing
seventh inning.
Paris won by ita better all-round work, soon ceased; the bleeding diminished
but the Norway boys have no reason to rapidly, and in three weeks I was able to
Guaranteed cure for
be ashamed of the game they played.
go to work.1'
coughs and colds. 50 cents and $1.00, at
Following ia the score:
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s drug store. Trial
P. H. 8.
bottle free.

Tltcomb, ïb
G. Clark, c
L. Clark, ρ
Cutting, 3-b
Peverley, r.f.
Gates, 1-b
Kaseon, c.f.
Pike, l.f

Totals,

5

37

7

27

13

K.
0
0
0
0
1

to be on the West
Franklin man who sold, during his wife's
absence, what he supposed to be a bag
of rags, but what proved to be a bag conο
1 taining his and his wife's summer under0

0
2

Ν. H. 8.
Thompson, 2-b

AB.

4
4
4
4
4
3
3
4
3

Κ B.H. PO. Α. Ε
11
0
13
10
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
3
1
0
0
114
1
0
110
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
6
2

The

joke

wear.

"the"MAGIC

NO. 3.
wonderful mancot

STYLE.

naflkmM.

F.

good goods.

fabrics
The
the

The

spring

very attractive.
colors include all
shades and combi-

are

suffering much with

a

liver and kidoey

trouble, and becoming greatly discouraged by the failure to And relief, I tried
Electric Bitters, and as a result I am a

Sooth Paris Grammar school defeated
Norway Grammar on the high school

score

Eastern Steams! Company.
Portland Division.

Resources

Total

public

« 8.950UO

1907 by
Hart Schaffner É5" Marx

Copyright

Maine.

2,000 00
1,001)00
2.0· s) 00
3,000 00

2,140 00
1,035 00
2.000 00
3,000 00
4 9(« 0U
9S5 00
5,200 00
4.700 00
3.000 00
5,050 oo
5,150 00
4.USOIW
2,500 00

1.000

5,'«W
5,000

4,000
2,λοο

5.iss) Oi)
Î.OUOO)

5.000 00
4,925 00
3.0TO00
5.isS) 00
5,0U) 00
4.000 00
2,500 00

943.423 <W

$ 43,500
5.0O0 CW
4.7.--) 00
5.100 iO
4,1)00 00
4,1**) 00

4,750 00
4.750 00
5,(SS) IS)
4.912 50
4,!<<Si00

3,000 00
4,(DM 00
5,000 00
5,000 00
5,250 00

2.9X5 00
4.Λ7Λ is)
5.000 00
5,000 00
5,000 00
10,000 00

5,u00
5,0(0
5,000
5,000
S.oo)

• 24.212 50

$ 25,000

Maine,

3,000
5,000
5,000

5,000

5,000
lo.i»*)
5,000

Corporation Stock of Mali

llt.IMM)

0(1

S.issi

oi)

4.775 00

Λ.<μη>
5,iss)
Γ,ΚΗΙ

1,000
4,i*s»
Γ,,ι n ni
2 ιι<κΐ

10,000

10,ISS)
3,."SKI
:$,·«■·
3 issi

5,000 00
5,tl00 (W
5,Usi ι»
6.ISS1 00
.l.issi in)
.VS) Oi)
"
4
.*».<■■) in)

,*),ISS)

00

3,iss)
!(3<>

is)
IS)

tS.OOl) IS)

tfloa

Λ.'(MO
SjflOO

mi

siooooo

00

5,250
5.050 ι»)

5,000

4.040 00

1

.'i,ISS) (W
1,9X0 00
.1,050 O)

1^5500
3,00000
3,000 is)
10,000 is)
10,1)1 S) is)

in)

lo.issi (S)
lo,300 is)
•i.iii.·, (S)

2,500 00
:{,·»«> >«i
:t,i«»i isi
5,000 00
5,0S) IN)
2,7<s) (s)
7,11.1 INI

2.K80 is)
3.041 is)
5,isw is)
5,100 isi

5,000

Sjfttt

2.47.",
7,<ss)

3.0M

(«)
is)

$134,115 00

$1.14,500
Ill,IIIIO

5,000

-----

194.»,...

5,ikM
ft,·»*)

lu,omi nu
5,1100 00

5,000 oo

Βΐιι,οοιίοο
5,000 ι»)

5,i»·· oo
5,1100 00
5,000 00
840 00

,'ι,ΐΐ» 00

5,··>ο

.*>,000

Mo

l,'»4o

oo
oo

$ 30,840 00

#rlI

...

500 00

·>ηο

1,000

I.1""1
I.'"»1
.....

$

c

Ι,οοο
1,01)0
000

oo
011
no
4,000 III)
100 00

III)

IjQOO 00

S00 00
•.',*00 IN)
I .VI oo

•"•"',

-τ*"'
3·*)

$

5,600
14,400
4oo

11,nil

$ 9,500 00

...$ 14,$00

$

4,6ο·) oo

9,300 oo
400 00

00

4o 00

"oo oo
5001")
1,000 00
Ι,οοο 00

744 00
515 00
Lino 0»
1,500 oo

7·»)
500

1.000
1,0"0

4,700 00
1,000 00
7,»wo oo

4,*35 ι»»
1,0*0 oo
8,'40< oo

'-,·00

I,«ou

401) 110
4,100 00

414 00

J""

4,9*100

4,KM

$19,000 00

19,000

LOANS ON RAILROAD BONDS.

One Price Clothier,

Norway,

e
»■

5.000
5,000
3.000

Total National Hank Stock owned

H. B. Foster,

SJi

XT

1.000
S.O'X)
3.0·*)
5,000

.................

Sack Suits $5 to $20.

Ϊ
m

2,Os)

Canal National Mank, Portland
Casco National Mank, Portland,..
first National Mank, Math
F1r»t National Mank, Lcwtston,
First National Mai.k, Portlami
Manufacturers' Natl nal liank, Lewl'ton,
National Shoe Λ Leather (Sank, Auburn..................
National Trader*' Hank, Portland
Norway National Mank, Norway

manner.

I5β
3

$ 9,000

funds out of Maine

Corporation Slock out of Maine
NATIONAL BANK STOCK OWNED.

All of our suits
tailored in the most satis-

3

$ 5.000 $ 4,923 o0 $ 4,9(50 00
4,00o 00
4,000
4,120 00

Totil

checks

s

>
^

Wis
Oconto City Water Supply Co
Rennselaer Water Company, Ν. V

stripes.

factory

*377,299 38

Richmond Water Company,
^anborn Shoe Company, Norway.......

nations of gray, *o popular
this season, blues in plain
and fancy weaves, and many
and

12.3«5 39

Corporation Monde of Maine,..
Rcsnsclaer Water Co Ν. Υ 4 Ι·4«, opt. Ιί**·"»
CORPORATION' STOCK OWNED.
Masonic Mull ling Association, South Pari*
Mt. Mica Mull ling Association, South Pari-,
Norway Water Company,....

are

other effects in club

Ι337.3Λ4 55
7.5H9 44

Keserve fuml,
Undivided protlta

Total

new

new

LlalDllltles s

Deposit*

CORPORATION BONDS OWNED.
American Realty Company, 5», opt. 1903,
Merlin Mill·» Company, 5«, 1913
Consolidated Khctrlc Light (Jo., Portland, 4 I
Kastern Steamship Comnany, 5», 1947,
Maine Water Company, Γη, γ fil
Norway Shoe Shop Company, 5>, optional,..

find our clothes will give
you the latest styles at all
t:mes and at the lowest price
for

March β, 1873.

Organized

Total Railroad Bonds out of Melne

in your
clothes : but you want them
to lonk well on you. You'll

style

Phillips Λ Rangeley
Southern Indiana

1,000 00 _>
5,000 00

LOANS ON CORPORATION STOOK.
Hillside Water Company, South Parle,
Mason Manufacturing Company, South Pari».
Parla Manufacturait Company,
Pine Tree Λ·| iciuct Company, South Paris,...
Pythian Building Association, South Parle,....

5,000 00
4<)O|0O

~

UK#»

150 00

1,000 00
5,000 00

$£0,1)00 00

100 00

5,000,00
400,00

150 00
300 00

800(00

# 5,950 ·«
LOANS TO MUNICIPALITIES.

IN need of a Suit costing from
$9.98 to $30.00, call and see
New Coats and Suits conours.

IF

stantly arriving.

Special Sale.

FRIDAY, MAY 24th, SATl RDAY, MAY

27th,

we

shall offer

a

large

line of Prints for 5c.

same

This is

not a

fairy story.

25th,

MONDAY,

7c. until there is

a

drop

bond·,

........

Buffalo, Ν. \

.....

to first Congregational Parish of Pari
on names,
on life Insurance
on personal property,
on South Pari* Saving* Bank book*
on mortgagee of real estate,..

pollcie*

Cash on
Caution

in Unpaid
Due

yours,

S. B. & Z. S. Prince.
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

REMOVAL

Loan*
Loan*
Loan*
Loana
Loan*
Loana

town of Anion bond
People'* Oas Light Λ Coke Co.,

•4001)0

'400 00

1,975.00

1,»75 00

1,150 00
55,454 14

500 00

■•<49 94
350 no
1,549 no
500 00
l.I.V) 00
55,454 14

4,000 00
4,095 00

4,500 00
4,095 00

.149 M
35000

1,549 00
....

00

1,100 00

$ 6,1ου uo

« 61,346 00

1,150100
1,001 14
•4,151 12
14,585 44
i,.tiy 4*

deposit,.
hand,...

UJH» 41
1,469 48

t 15,854 70
$377,499 38

Remember dates of special sale.

Sincerely

on
on

5,000

$ 6,595 OO

time we shall offer a small line of Percale that has been
Percale is selling
12 cents for the uniform price of 7c.
and
for
selli'g
7, 9
must soon bring this price everywhere.
and
for
in
15c.
many pinces
to-day
At the

Loan
Loan

:>,i)oo oo
1,1··) 00

Corporation

Premium account,.
Expense account,..

PRINTS AND PERCALES.

MAY

Town of Pari*
>>outb Parle Village

Real estate, Investment,.
Real estate, foreclosure,.

6,464 81

accrued Interest,.

depositors, earned dividend and accrued state lax,

Estimated market value of resources above liability for
deposits, earned dividends and state tax
Annual expense*, $1,400.

*

44,931 76

WOMEN'S OXFORDS AND PUMPS.
the

We have a splendid line to show you this season. All
styles, all kinds of leather. We know we can suit you.

new

SOROSIS,
EVANGELINE,

NEW

CENTURY,

Other Linea for

NOTICE.

♦ '.ν.Ι,ι·40 57
301,108 81

W. B. SKELTON, Bank Examiner.

WELLESLEY

the toy ahop went to
Thursday afternoon and Portland and Boston 11.95.
were defeated by a team there by a
Sailings from Franklin Wharf, Port- I AM NOW IN MY
•core of 3 to 0.
land, and India Wharf, Boston, daily,
except Sunday, at 7 p. m.
NEW STUDIO ON DEERING STREET
tickets via this Company's
HB FIRED THE STICK.
Through
Nocaiîo^MBorwTroeee
A FEW STEPS FROM MAIN.
steamers are on sale at all principal
pure
"I have fired the walking-stick I've
them.
stations.
For only HI· voice can reach
that line has been going on.
Railway
so aa to be more attractive and conand
fitted
of
a
enlarged
carried over 40 year·, on aocount
Which has been
up
Who gtveth ht» loved ônes sleep.
w
rates are always as low as venient for customers, and which enables me to do Better Work, and More
•ore that resisted every kind of treatFreight
in
counties
1β
It is strange that with
i Promptly than heretofore. Call and look the rooms over and see samples of the
ment, until I tried Bucklen's Arnica other lines.
nut appear on
etrl
1 Latest
Maine their names should
Amy 19 Tear Old
that bas healed the sore and made
Salve;
Styles in Photos. Along with my regular work, I do Developing and
inia
Live
Stock,
ani
All
fleet,
yet
exoept
Lemon,
freight,
for
more vessels of our coasting
Can make those delicious
me a happy man," writes John Garrett,
Çhoeolsie
Finishing for anmteurs. and do It as it should be. Free Use of Dark Room
marine risk.
and
I
names, rnrtard Dies as well as the more experience
fire
suoh
sured
bear
vessels
against
but five of these
whlcl of North Mill·, N. C. Guaranteed for
those who wish to do their own work.
if .E^uees "OUR-pl®" preparation,
the sohoonand
Hancock
the barkentine
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent,
Pile·, Born·, eto., by F. ▲. Shnrtleff Λ
in eaci
Lincoln and
ers Cumberland, Kennebec,
W. Xj. MHIRRILL·, Norway, Me.
Portland, Me. !
Co. 26 oenta.
pa^^a Just the proper Ingredients
Penobeoot

N. DAYTON BOLSTER, WILLIAM J. WIIEELER,
PLUMMER, ALBERT W. WALKER, J. HASTINGS
BEAN, S. PORTER STEARNS, GEORGE M. ATWOOD, HENRY
D. HAMMOND, JAMES S. WRIGHT.
TRUSTEES :

JOHN

...

Number three ie a
After this lot is sold all our Prints will be
for Geo. H. Parris, of Cedar Grove, Me.,
market.
the
"After
reads:
which
according to a letter

grocery

Maxim.

grounds Thursday afternoon by a

17th DAY OF APRIL, 190;.
N, DAYTON BOLSTER, President.
GEORGE M ATWOOD, Treasurer.

Total railroad bonds of

LOOKING
You want

PARIS,

AS IT EXISTED ON THE

Blue Hill Street, Mass., 5s, 1920
Boston 4 North··rn Street, 4s, 1954
Bristol County Street, Mass., 5s, 1921
Brockton 4 Plymouth street, Mass.. 4 l '2s, 1920,...
Brooklyn Union Elevated, Ν. Y 4-Λ», 195η
Canton Masslllori Electric, Ο ,5', 1940,
Central Branch, 4«, 1919
Cicero 4 Proviso Street, ( lilctgo, 5s, 1915
Cincinnati, Richmond 4 Monde, 5*, opt. 1910
», 1920,..
Citizen»' Electric Street, Xewnuryport, M:ih« ."»■·,
Oavton, Covington 4 Plqua Traction, O., 5s, 1922,.
Des Moines, Iowa Kall< A Northern, 5i. opt 1UOH,
Des Moines Street, la., 0··, opt. I'.**)
Detroit 4 Mackinac, 4s, 1995
Hartford 4 SprlngOeld Street, 5«. 1921,
Hereford, 4s, 1930
I.chlgh 4 New York, 4s, 1945,
Lexington 4 Boston Street, Maes., 4 l-2s, 1920,
Manhattan. Ν. Y., 4s, 19PO
New Bedford, Mlddlebo.oA Brockton St, Mas-., ..s, 1920,
Newton Street, Mass., 5«, 1''12,
Northern Pacltlc, General Lien, 3J, 2i47,...
Ogdensburg 4 Lake ChainpHIn, 4·, 1948
siou* city Traction, la., 5». 1919
Toledo Railway 4 terminal, 4 12», 1951
ÙIlea 4 Mohawk Vallcv, 4 1-2s, 1941
Wabash, Omaha Division, 3 1-2*, 1941,...
Wllllamspurt 4 North llrancli, 4 1-2', 1931,...

GOOD

seems

well roan to-day. The first bottle relieved and three bottles completed the
enre." Guaranteed best on earth for
5
0
9
8
24
33
stomach, liver and kidney troubles, by
Score by Innlnge.
F. A. Shurtleff & Co. 50 cents.
12345678 9-Total
Those Delicious Lemon PI··
1 0300100 x— 5
The kind that "make your mouth water" are
0 00000000—0
N. H.
with no fuselιικ ami it least possible
ma-le
First easily
Two-base-hits, L. Clark, Thompson.
expense If you use "OUft-PIK" Preparation.
base on ball*, off Clark 0, off Bickford 0. Struck Don't hesitate. Try It and tell your friends. At
out, by Clark 7, by Bickford β. Double play, L.
10 cent·.
Everybody le pleased with
Clark to G alee. Hit by pitched ball, Hall, LaSalle.
Umpires, Blake and Chapman. 8coror,

of 7 to 4.
▲ team from
Bolster1· Mills

SOUTH

Savings Bank,

RAILROAD BONDS OWNED.
Aroostook Northern, 5», 1947,
Bangor 4 Aroostook, 4s, 1951,
Boston 4 Maine, 4», 1926.
Portland 4 Itumford Falls, 4s, opt. 1924
Somerset, 4a, 1955

CO.

harness

las'.

CONDITION

THE

OF

South Paris

Total

Maine.
CO.

they

Norway, Maine.

Total public fund· of Maine,...
County of Allegheny, Pa., 4s, 1937, Road,
Bourbon, Kan., (Is, 1909, Funding
Lyon. Kmj.. 4e, 1901». Refunding
of
Mich., 4s, 1931, Rlec. Light
Alpena,
City
Boston, Mass., Reg. 3 121,1928. Highways
Columbu», O., 3 12e. 1921, School DUt
Columbue, O., 4s, 1920, Epidemic
Danbury, Conn., 3 l-2s, 193*, Funding
lahpemlng, Mich., 4u. 1916, Sch. Dint
Marinette, Wla 4s, litis. Dock and Wharf,
Maasll'.on, O.. 4 12a, 1914. Paving,
Muskegon, Mich 4*, 1917, Street Imp
of
Borough Dunmore, Pa., 4e, 1911, Sch. Dlat

I F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.
F.

while

PUBLIC FUNDS OWNBD.
County of Cumberland, 3 1·2β, 1921, Court House
Washington, 4a, opt., 1923, Railroad,

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

3 Stores,

before the last advance in

price

3 1-2
These

1-8 inch trnce.

1

«-

the most deli-

the purest in

folded bodies.

or

OF THE

2x0.

Thing

Supplies ;

bought

STATEHENT

8BVRTLEFF * CO.

appetizing

were

Ol Main St.·

Frothingham,

Stationery ;

strap

Single Harness

JAMES N. FAVOR, &ra«s\hoUucke"

HAVE YOU TRIED CUR-X-ZEMA?

F.

single

inch half track saddle and

—

Although the Norway boys made eight

hits to Paris1 seven, Clark was the most
successful in keeping the bit· scattered,
and when in tight places where hits
would mean runs Norway could do nothing with bis pitching. He also received
better support than Bickford was given.
The features of the game were the
double play of L. Clark and Gates, and
Bickford's stop of a line drive in the

A.B. Κ. B.H. P.O. A.
0
0
10
β
4
2
2
1
4
0
118
4
1115
4
0
5
0
2
4
0
0
1
4
1
0
0
11
1
4
0
0
1
2
4
0
0
0
0
4

Made either with

and will be sold at this

ladies' Oxfords
—

Nickel Trimmed

a

harness

Complete Line

W. 0.

Cream ; the best in Cameras and

home from her

her
with
school
Leominster,
parents. Mr. and Mrs. E F. Bicknell.
The janitor of the high school discovered that a faucet had been left open in
the laboratory at the close of school with
the result that the downpour of water
caused the plastering to fall in the sec
ond school room, causing much damage.
A large delegation from the Young

speikers.

dainty

Norway friends.

Owen P. Brooks ha* moved into bin
For some
new home on Pleasant Street.
time he has leased the J. T. Rowe teneMrs.
and
ment on Main Street. Mr.
Brooks have a very pretty home.
The John M. Cumming* stable having
passed into the bauds of Frauk L. Starbird will hereafter be used as a hoarding
house and livery «table as heretofore. A.
P. II. 8. 5; N. II. 8. 0.
L Holmes of Greenwood will have teams
Paris High School team defeated Nor- to let at the stable, while stable room
those who desire.
way High on the high school grounds will be given
Πorne & Moore lnve their new restauSaturday afternoon in an excellently
in excellent conplayed and very interesting game. Clark rant at Masonic Block
for Paris and Bickford for Norway pitch- dition. The place is pretty and very atthe
ed tine ball. Both bad great control, tractive, and there is little doubt that
neither passing a man during the game. boys will do an excellent business.

β.β

Buys

claimed for it.

The Newest
cious

Pari·, Me.

$10.50

Agent for Arrowsmith Arch Supports.

In Toilet Luxuries ; the nicest

harness

light

Also

STEARNS,

I.

Maple Farm,

F. A. 8HVBTLEFF A CO.

Peterboro, Ν. H.,
increased salary, is

0

1 2 3 4 ft β 7 H il-Tutal.
2 3 0 0 0 0 2 0 0— 7
Norway
2 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0— ft
South Paris,
Two-ba*e-hlt, Lowell. First base on balls, off
Rle'"5; offl'arlln7. Struck out, by Kleh β; by
Parllu 4. Left on haac-β, Norway 10; South Parle
12 Double pliye, Walte to Pike. first base on
errors, Norway 4; South Paris 2. lilt by pitched
ball, by Rich J; by Parllu 1. Umpire, llebbard.
scorer, Thayer.

Rawson,

DOROTHY, six years old.

catarrh, with offensive
Robinson D.
breath, burning pains in the throat, difficulty in breathing, raising of mucus,
discbarge from ibe nose, tickling 01
from the back uf the throat,
Reared and trained at Mountain View Farm.
coughing spasms, etc., begin the use ol
and
Hy-o-mei at once.
Hy-o-mei is made from nature's soothing oils and balsams and contains tbe
germ-killing properties of tbe pine
woods. It· medication is taken in with
the air you breathe, so that it reaches
the most remote part of tbe respiratory
organs, killing all catarrhal germs and
soothing any irritation there may be
in tbe mncous membrane.
Tbe complete Hy-o-mei outfit costs
but 11.00; and F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
guarantee with each
g.»e their

$3.50,

Sale.
quality
J.

?

NORWAY.
Pike, β.β
Llbby. l.f

AifE

If you bare

—

the team did some very poor work on as
principal of the
the bases and lost ecores by it. Ford
High School, at an
has proved himself tb be one of the best
pleasing to his many
He knows the game
men on the team.
Grace Bicknell is
and plays it all the time. The score:
Mass.,
Α.

BELIEF

GUARANTEED.

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hobbs have movParis Hill, Me.
23
South Paris.
ed from the Brown place to the Burt
3
place in Oxford. Mrs. Hobbs has leased
For
her place on Water Street to Charles W
Ε
Moore.
Five or six tons good
permanently cures Eczema,
hay. It quickly ami
Kev. C. E. Angell of Freeport was in
Itching 1'llee, Burn*, (juts, Sunburn, and all
A.
the
week.
all other remillce fall. At
of
after
the
first
«klu
with
friends
PENLEY,
illeeawH,
ο
0 town
«lruKgieta, 50c. Sample» by mull, 10c. Cur-XCapt. W. W. Whitmarsh has graded 23
South Paris, Me.
22-45
Zcma Co., Watervllet, Ν. Y.
the grounds about his new residence on
most
attract-1
has
He
the
Street.
Bridge
ive residence in Norwaj.

The re-election

P.O.

South Paris.

ο

J

Β.Η.

KING,

F.

FOB SALE.
A nice two-seated wagon.
MARK P. SHAW,

tinues in eession for one week more.
Score by Inning·.
Will Tucker's horse became frighten1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9—Total.
ed
Tuesday morning at the corner of
ρ H S
..0 0 8 0 2 0 1 0 5—10
Main and Pleasant Streets and overturn0 2 0103000— β
Hebron 2Ί,
ed the milk cart, and before the horse
Two baeo-h», Care v. First base on balle, off
in front of the Universalist
TlU-omb 2; off Smith 2. Carey 3 Struck out, by was stopped
Double play, parsonage he had cut himself badly.
Titcomb 5; by Carey 2, Smith 5.
Hit by Pitched The horse was one recently purchased by
Sturtevant to Richard to Carey.
ball, Barrett 2. Umpire, Upton. 8corer, Maxim.
Mr. Tucker and was valuaole.
The Chapman concert was given at
NORWAY 7; SOUTH PARIS 5.
House Tuesday evening to a
the
Norway town team won the second mostOpera
appreciative audience and was progame play&d between South Paris and
nounced all advertised by those interest-1I
Norway at the fair grounds Saturday ed.
one
the
teams
afternoon, thus giving
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Hathaway
game each. When Paris arrived on the were well
pleased with their trip to '
had
that
they
grounds they discovered
California.
They reached home the last
left
the
and
no catcher,
Monk,
regular
of the week.
did
He
in
and
went
caught.
fielder,
The Boston Comedy Co., H. Price I
good work considering that he has had Webber, manager, presented the drama, 1
His only
no practice in that position.
"Western Life" at the Opera House
mistake was a bad throw to first that
30th.
allowed Norway to score two runs. Rich Thursday, May
Mr. Bertrand Harmon of Portland is
and Parlin, old time opponents, were the
employed by L. M. Longley. Mr. Longopposiug pitchers, and there was very
business is increasing. People are
little difference between the work of the ley's
that plumbing is a necessary
realizing
was
two
team»
the
two. The playing of
matter iu the town.
ma<lé
ten
Paris
very even throughout.
The services at the Center church by
assists with five errors, while Norway
McPhie and Smith are very interesting I
made nine assists with five errors.
and the attendance large.
Paris' errors, however, camo at more
The following officers were elected by
critical times, and were very costly. A
the members of the Browning Club at I
peculiar feature of the game was the Mrs. H. L. Libby's Monday evening:
(act that Gammon, first baseman of the
President—Mrs. H. L. Llbby.
Norway team, had only one put out in
Vice-President—Elsie A. Favor.
the first seven innings, and only four in
Scc.-Treas.—Mrs. E. F. Bicknell.
entire
the
game.
Judge A. E. Stearns of the Rumford
Parlin and Ford did some fast base Falls Municipal Court was in town Wedher
all
and
scored
for
Paris,
%
running
nesday.
Some of the other members of
runs.
of Verne M. Whitman

Κ.

J.

23

E.

AND

HYOHEI

CURB WILL BB

fepof

Γ. Hunt, 1-b
Massachusetts Cavalry,
Smith, 3-b
Gen. B. F. Butler's bodyguard.
Bickford, ρ
are.
Hall. l.f
The other members of the family
r.f
York Transcript: If the weather clerk Mr. Nathaniel D. Williams, Salem, Tubbe,
Mrs John LaSalle. β.β
does his part Maine will have no occa Mass., Mr. Ell C. Williams,
Kimball, o.f
ol
arrives
H. Hunt, c
sion to find fault when autumn
P. Harolen, and Mrs. Samuel Stanley,
Sawith the amount of patronage she has Rockport, Mass., Mrs. J ohn Jones,
Totale
Hotel
received from summer guésts.
,β
was of decided literkeepers throughout the state are receivand ol
ing applications at a rate which plainly ary tastes, a lover of good books,
indicates one of the biggeat seasons wide information concern ng hiftor'c P. H. 8
S

Mre**Wentworth

NOBWAT.

Bue Ball.

$3.50 and $4.00
$3.00

$2 50
$200
φι.50 and $1 25

Every kind is a bargain. Remember you cin find what
here. We carry one of the largest lines of all kinds of
want
you
footwear in the State. Also a good line of Trunk·, Bags and
Suit Cases.

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company,
Opera
CASTORIA

Mouse Block,

Norway,

Maine.

Telephone 118*8
F«r Infants and Childrtn.

Tb Kill Y11 Hin Aliajt Seugfet

//fTj1

"*"

HOMEMAORS' COLUMN.

PIANOS.
pianos

W. J. Wbeeler db Co.,
Maine.

DECORATE.

Black Stallion, White Ankles Behind, 16 Hands,

Sired

3.11 1-3

3.311-3

by ALMONT, Jr., 1829.
81Κ Κ

hi'®ee|fhuJ

OK

2.15 1-4 I
*16 14 I
2.16 14

d^con^;aû

ïnointeth

area

°heese_

^ ^

**

Pnde.
srumbleth; his tin-front wrlnkleth,

of making the food more palatable.
A delicately broiled lamb chop le one
of the most easily digested meats and
may with perfect safety be given to the
ordinary child of two years or over in
alternation with small portions of beef

Record 2.2t$.

Orvld (p)
Î.13 3-4
Wardwell (p)
2 14 14
Architect (p)
2.14 3-«
2.30
And 46 others In
AND Oi Τ UK DAMS OF
Belle
Pa-slng
2.053-4
(p)
2 09 3-4
King Charles (p)
Moonstone (p)
3.11 1-2
2 30
And 32 others In

Bell Hamlin
Ward well
Globe

SaS

iX!
3.19 1-4

^«ir

'«"JJJJ·

Most children, after the age of two,
should have some meat, starting about
twice a week and increasing gradually to
Not all meat
a small amount each day.
that comes to the table is suitable for
them, but a judicious change from welloooked chicken to rare lamb chop and
beef tenderloin is advisable for any constitution.
Some children like broths,
and then the problem is easily solved.
They are digestible and nourishing as
but many a child will not, unless
forced to do so, partake of eoup or Uqald
nourishment of any kind, and then unless this aversion can be overcome, the
mother has to devise some other means

^

Itorch melteth as wax, and when the re
oort of the committee on conduct and
behavior cometh, the editor, even the
editor of great pride,
men as th- two spot from the other aeca.
This also Is vanity.
If
You bet the editor makes us tired.
it wasn't for the editor we would be a
ha η» ν people. But as it is, we sometimes wonder why we
hoD skip and jump and go sailing m ο
history without waiting for the
time to gnaw at our vitals. The ®
is a bad lot. There ehould be a law
against him. There ehould be βη ορβη
season on editors so that they might be
kiUed from New Year's to ChrUtmar
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No. 119.—Floral Combinations.
brlno King.
water on the bead has been found to be out I'll Just fly away and laugh at
here chicken is given it should be a method of torture under which the him."
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Decorate's colts are large, solid color, true gaited, with nice dispositions. Hie
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No. 120.—Curtailment.
unri he had no Idea that the black crow
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No. 123.—Aquarium Puzzle.
CURED HEMORRHAGES OF THE dies to write us to-day for an absolutely free
cooked evaporated fruite may be β"1"11·
Jr., 10934.
1. Λ tisli that is a previous metal.
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bott'e for you and
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which even au older person wouldI find and my lunge are now as sound as a bul- faith We'll bu; a large 75c.
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One advantage of these let. I recommend it in advanced stages make you a present of It, If you will agree to
enjoyable.
in the grand circuit of 1903.
8. A flsh that is all the world.
it according to directions.
recipes is that they may be made in the of lung trouble." Foley's Honey and take
9. A flsh fourni In a bird cage.
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morning and set aside for supper, and Tar stops the cough and heals the lungs,
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10. A flsh that
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11. A flsh that smokers like.
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method tint has made Urlc-O famous wherever
compare with the old ouesV"
and one lovol tablespoonful of minute
"As soon as we get through with the Introduced. The cure of several so-called Rheu"Well, last season at this time uiy tapioca. Let it boil until the tapioca is public."
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a
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a
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of corn starch in a little cold lady of the house that I was injured on ous rheumatic add from the system. This Is the
teaspoonful
lot of wrenched tendous. I guess the
milk and add to the boiling custard. the Held."
only way Rheumatism can ever be cured and It
rules are about the same."—Cleveland When it thickens add half a teaspoonful
"What field?" asked the inexperienced Is the Urlc-O way. Most druggists sell Urlc-O,
Dealer.
Plain
of vanilla; remove from the range and beginner.
but If you want to test It, cat out tbU notice and
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"Well, if it's a young lady, I «ay ball mall It to-day with your name and address and
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I
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its
old
an1
Turn
a
fork."
immediately
lady, say
field,
egg with
the name of your druggist to The Smith Drug
Key to the Puzzler.
serve cold.
field."
No. 108. —Letter Changes: 1. Day. a pudding dish and
Co., Syracuse, Ν. Y., and they will send you a
Urlc-O la sold and
full-sized 73c. bottle free.
BOILED CC8TAKD.
Dey. 2. Iminent, emluent. 3. Ceusei'.
Drop by drop the offensive discharge recommended
by F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South
censor. 4. Been, beau. 5. Lurid, lucid,
Beat one egg very light without caused by Nasal Catarrh falls from the
Paris and West Paris, Maine.
β. Lime. dime.
separating, in the double boiler. Add a back of the nose into the throat, setting
the Plant Industry L(aidNo. 105).—Mythological Names: Lean- generous tablespoonful of sugar and half up an inflammation that is likely to
Thenbove illustration is from a photograph of
1). C.
It is located in the
der. Hero, Pandora, Diana. Pan. Paris. a pint of milk with half a teaspoonful of mean Chronic Bronchitis. The certain, Steam
and
ing, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington,
kuoùng. The Go\vr;:'ncnt aho
vanilla extract. Stir often and remove rational cure for catarrh is Ely's Cream
heart of the citv and is covered with Paroid
Iris. Echo. Hebe, Fates, Lethe, Sol.
etc. It uses Paruid because it
warehouses,
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follows
relief
that
This
the
barracks,
and
the
for
it
coats
stables,
as
soon
as
may
Balm,
uses Paroid
spoon.
No. 110.—Diamond: 1. M. 2. Pit. 3.
For Sale Cheap.
be poured over sliced oranges, be served the first application cannot be told in
finds nothing its equal.
Minor. 4. Ton. 5. It.
wareDon't suffer a day longer from
Paroid is the ideal roofing for ban: '·, stables, sheds, poultry houses,
on a baked apple, with lady fingers, or words.
Second hand, six horse power
for roofing or siding. It is perNo. 111.
Decapitations: 1. B-ream. drunk from a
houses, outbuildings, etc. Equally valuable
cup. If cooked too long the discomfort of Nasal Catarrh. Cream
and cinder proof, light slate color,
2. P inch.
Balm is sold by all druggists for 50 cents, engine and eight horse power boiler.
manent in character, is easy to lav, is spark
the custard will curdle.
summer.
No. 112.—Insects at Large: Locust,
56 Warren Street, Call and see them at A. C. Jones'
contains no tar, does not crack and dot^s not run in
The same recipe, if mixed thoroughly or mailed by Ely Bros.,
good for vou. Write for free sample
miller, nut, cochineal, katydid, cricket. and allowed to stand in the double New York.
What is good for the Government will
South Paris, Me.
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booklet
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is.
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of Paroid ana
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oughly set, cau hardly be told from a
NOTICE.
No. 113.—A Familiar Proverb: Flue baked custard, is much quicker to make an optimist?"
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South
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a man who
&
"An
son,
my
optimist,
nul avoids the expense (where a gas
feathers make tine birds.
hHS deen duly appointed administrator of the
believes the Weather Bureau when its estate of
stove is used) of lighting the oven. Grate
No. 114.DAVID A. COLCORD, late of Rrownfield,
predictions are favorable, and who conover it just a dash of nutmeg.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
θ.
1. M A S 5. S Α Ο Κ
gratulates himself on its unreliability bonds
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as the law directs.
JUNKET.
when they are not."
dem .nds against the estate of said deceased arc
s
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10.
2. c α
desired to present the same for settlement, and
Follow the directions on the package
A man who is in perfect health, so he all Indebted thereto are requested to make payaud serve very cold with a grating of
a
τ
11.
κ 7. ο α
8. τ η
ment Immediately.
You will be surprised to find can do an honest day's work when necFRANCIS A. FOX.
nutmeg.
May 14th, 1907.
4. c a x 8. τ ο ν a 13.
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Mr.
L.
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thankful.
Havor
fruit
be.
Rodgers
may
Any
5 to 8, tops, pots, post, stop.
ANNUAL MEETING.
ON
ton, Pa., writes that be wa* not only
Subtractions: 1. Suppress desired.
No. US.
uuable to work, but be couldn't stoop
The annual meeting of the etockhold·
Pirate,
3.
BLANC MANOR.
2.
Manage,
age
CHOCOLATF.
pi.
press.
For sixteen year·» 1 have fitted glasses to «leSix bottles
over to tie his own shoes.
ers of the Paris iiill Water Company for
5. Waywurd.
1. KingU-he:'. Usher.
For this I follow the recipe for boiled of Foley's Kidney Cure made a new man
fectlve eyes and nothing elee—that makes ne a
the election of officers, and transaction
7.
inch
0.
Pardon,
it
one
•v»rd.
to
Turnpike, custard, adding
par.
square of him. He says, "Success to Foley's
*peclallst. If your eye* trouble you In any way,
of any other business that may properly
and If you want expert advice In regard to the
pike. 8. Maryland, land. 0. Contract piece of Baker's unsweetened chocolate Kidney Cure." F. A. Shurtleff & Co. come
before said meeting, will be held
of
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a
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and
who
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to
the
man
who
le
a
tr;«*t.
tablespoonful
acme,
specialist,
at the Hubbard House, Paria, Maine, on
This
to each generous half pint of milk.
>loea one thing only. No charge for eye examin"John," she said, "I notice that al- Saturday, J une 8. 1007, at 8 o'clock, p. u.
W. R. Ward, of Dyersburg, Tenn., must be stirred until perfectly smooth.
ations or consultation.
U. H. HEALD, Clerk.
writes: 4,TbU i« to certify that I have Do not make it too stiff. Serve cold most everybody is wearing earrings
now."
Paris, Maine, May 20, 1007.
used Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup for with cream and sugar.
to close out odd patterns and clean
"But, my dear," replied John, "if
chronic constipation, and it baa proven,
APPLE FLUFF.
they had such small and shell-like ears
without a doubt, to be a thorough,
Eye Specialist, Norway, Me. Tel. 18-4.
up stock.
Wanted.
Peel, core and slice two apples, add as yours they wouldn't clutter them up
practical remedy for thia trouble, and it
PROBATE NOTICES.
la with pleasure I offer my conscientious powdered sugar enough to sweeten and that way."
A woman to do
cooking at
To all persons Interested in either of the estafe- reference."
water enough to make a thick apple
F. A Shurtleff 4 Co.
the State School for Boys. Must be
tte reinafter named :
whole
world
that
the
sets
medicine
cooked
a
The
When
sauce.
pross throngb
At a Probate Court, held at Rumford, In
Good reof high moral character.
colander and add the stiffly beaten white
thinking,
and tor the County of Oxford, on the four"That politician declared he never eaid
For further parteenth day of May, In the year of our Lord one
The remedy on which all doctors ferences required.
of one egg. Add this to the boiled cusThe follow- anything he wan sorry for."
thousand nine hundred and teres.
tard. Serve cold.
ticulars address,
agree,
"Tea. But that doean't mean be never
ing matter navlng been presented for the action
The perscription all your friends are
E. P. WENTWORTH,
thereupon hereinafter indicated. It la hereby eaid anything he ought to be aorry for."
RICE PUDDING.
is
OKDUUCl):
taking
Portland, Maine.
That notice thereof be given to all persons InBoil half a cupful of rice in water
22-24
Holllster's Rocky Mountain Tea.
terested by causing a copy of this order to be
until soft. Drain and add a quart of F. A. Shurtleff A Co.; 0. D. Stevens.
Corner Main and Danforth
A LESION IN HEALTH.
Oxpublished three weeks successively In attheSouth
milk, a cupful of sugar and a teaspoonford Democrat, a newspaper publlsned
Healthy kidneye filter the impurities ful
of vanilla. Stand in a moderate
Farta, In said County, that they may appear at a from the
"You were guilty of one matrimonial
blood, and unleas they do this oven and stir
Probate Court to be held at Paris, on the
every time a crust forms. mistake. I shouldn't think
third Tuesday of June, A. D. 1907, at 9 of the good health is impossible.
Foley1· Kid- This makes the
you wonld
Por fale
as
if
as
rich
pudding
clock In the forenoon, and be beard thereon If ney Cure makes sound
and will
marry again."
still
cream.
While
see
cause.
made
of
very
they
but you know a verdict of guilty In Paris and
of
positively cure all forma of kidney and soft let a pure
"Ob,
last crust form and remove.
E. W.
AMOS F. MASON, at' of Porter, decea-ed; bladder diaeaae
It strengthens the
usually leads to a second trial," replied
W.
O.
Serve very cold.
FROTHINGHAM,
pet Uon for license to sell and convey real estate whole ayatem. F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
the gay grass widow.
and first account for allowance presented by
In addition to these simple puddings
South Paris, Maine.
Mary S. Mason, administratrix.
the child may have, once or twice a
WILL CURE CONSUMPTION.
JAMKS M. LI BUY. late ο H'ram, deceased; J
Orville Bolde—When I bid you good
too
rioh
or
not
of
cocoa
a
week,
cup
first ami final account presented for allowance
A. A. Herren, Finch, Ark., writes: For Sale in South Paris.
night, I'm going to kisayon!
Fred S. Llbby, administrator.
chocolate, plenty of good toast, and if,
I will furotoh POORS ud WINDOWS of any by
Vera Shye—Sir! Leave me immeTar is the best
for any reason, special nourishment is "Foley's Honey and
8l»e or Sty I· il re—unable price·.
The bouse and land belonging to the
MELVIN DOUGLASS, lste of Porter, depreparation for coughs, colds and lung estate of the late Mrs. Sarah
ceased; first and final account presented for al- diately!
required, and he will not take broth, a .rouble.
W. Hewett,
that it has cured conI
know
lowance by Josephine Douglass, administratrix.
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This
be
little meat jelly may
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can't
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Tou
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of
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a
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late
of
P.
FRANK
Hiram,
GOODWIN,
by trailing
of seven and eight rooms
one using Foley'· two apartment·
oeased, first and final account presented for al- take· Hollister's Rooky Mountain Tea. beef with pepper and salt to season nntil lever beard of any
and Tar not being satisfied. F. with sheds, large attic, Ac., and is in
Honey
If la ttM of aay kind ol Flalah for Inside or lowance by Ellxa M. Goodwin, administratrix. [1er complexion is floe. She is round, it is
U
reduced
and
the
aoft
liquor
very
excellent condition. The grounds are
Outalde work, mm<1 la your order·. Pine Lum
1. Shurtleff A Co.
ADDISON B. HEKRICK. Judge of said Court. | pli'mp aad handsome; In fact she is to about one
quart. Strain carefully and
ber aad S Mac le· ο· haad Cheap for Caeh.
extensive, containing additional house
A true copy attest
35 cents, Tea or Tablets. let oool. This will form into a clear,
again.
roung
lots.
AI.UBRT D. Ρ ARB. Register
f. A. Shurtleff Λ Co. O. D. Stevens.
Conductor—Madam, bow old is your
solid jelly and is relished by infanta and
W. T. HEWETT.
and Job Work.
1 ittle girl?
invalids alike.
NOTICE.
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Agent, S. Paris.
mananswer
Girl—Don't
Little
him,
and
alCorn meal mush, hominy
oatmeal,
"What's the reason everybody's
This la to notify all persons that from this day
Mulcted Hard Wood floor Board· for «aleI give my son, Preecott B. Pratt, hie time to act
well cooked, cooled, sliced and delioate· ι na. It's horribly rude and impolite of
ways quarreling with Butts?"
and manage for himself, and I shall neither
in
brown
with
until
fried
"He's always quarreling
just enough drip- I iim to ask a jroung lady1· age before all
every- ly
claim any of his wages nor pay any of hi· btlla
E. W.
hereafter.
pings to prevent sticking to the pan I hese people.
)odj else."
The
H. N. Bolster homeSouth Parla, May M, 1907.
....
Maine.
make a nice winter supper.—Ex,
Wert Sumner.
iS 24
MBS. FRANK A. PRATT.
itead
situated in South Pari·
made
than
be
can
mistake
No
greater
If you will make inquiry it will be a
( have learned that a hot water
ο consider lightly the evidence of dis-1 thoroughly finished, hot water heat
evelation to yon how many succumb to
for Sale.
much better if blown up when not taee in yoar system. Don't take de·- ind all modern
attached,
'
cidney or liver troubles in one form or keeps
Just fill with air and quickly >erate chance· on ordinary medicine·.
η service.
1 two story houae, ell and stable,,
Four weeks old May 17.
mother. If the patient is not beyond
i>
This
Tea.
the
Mountain
nsert
Jae
Holllater'·
stopple.
Rooky
nedlcal aid, Foley's Kidney Cure will
to
L. CHASE,
in summer, when the sides in- 16 cents, Tea or Tablet·. F. A. Shurtleff :entrally located.
mre.
It never
disappoints. W. A. lesirable
S. WRIGHT, Adm.
-line to atlok together.
k Co. 0. D. Steven·.
Paris Hill.
aotf
Λ Co.

second

or

car«f",'jr

br\V
Sed,

by

house,

f°Whena

■ycSfiSBWf.,b

(4,)

J

ff7«5i. f''5
£d»MaadU

Jay,

"S? ^oîîSu^

COUNT DIRECT.

R.,rtei

Rheumatism

""See

The load

J.

W.

Warrant.

$25

South

WHEELER,
Paris,

Maine.

Boiler

Engine

TOWN OF PARIM NOTICE.

The appropriation m a· te for Snow Rl:i» f.,r it,
year 11W7 has been expen>le<l. Any one h»rin<
a «now bill notify the Selectman In > ··ίγ nation
of the town of the amount of your mkiw ι,ιιι M
Λ towu meeting ami vote u, rut·.· u*
onw.
money U the only correct way to pay the out.
atanillns bille.
C. W. noWKKK,. Sdectmee
A. R. Tl'Kl.li.
of
F. A. FA Kit \ R,
l'arl«

on

J

water

pie

longer—You make

greased

with

Mica Axle Grease

the World

iMtrymUl

STATE OF
Couhtt

op

la

The Finest Hair

I

—The longest wearing and most
satisfactory lubricant in the world.
STANDARD OIL CO.

There are hundreds of hair foods on the
market, but not one of them has accomplish. I
the results attained by this scientific remedy—
and not one of them is backed up by such a

ΜΑΜΕ.

Oxford.

Office,
South Parle, Maine, May 8, 1W7.
The following llet containing the aggregate
amount of coete allowed In each criminal case as
audited and allowed by the Suprrme Judicial
Court and specifying the court or magistrate
that allowed the same and before whom the case
the
originated le published In compliance1STwith
of the
of Section IS of Chapter
County Tbeasuheb's

positive guarantee.

provisions

Revised Statutes of the State of Maine.

BUPKEME JUDICIAL COUKT,
TEKM, BEFORE UBAND JUBY.
$
Alesandro

M AKCII

State

vs.

ft 10
1 74
3 <«»
14 0»;
86 4ft
3214
S 18
1 86
M 22
ft lo
12 »'.»
8 14
4 tfi
β S4
14 42

I.aboslre,
1'lngrce
Mitchell

l'eters and Mortlll,
Ilobblne et al

Lemleux

Hobba

I'oe,

Lctourneau
Ring *nd Russell

DudV
LeCialr,

Cote et ale
La Del le,
RUl'RKME JUDICIAL COUKT,
M AKCII I'EKM, BF.FOKK TKAVKK8E

State

cures dandruff, stops falling hair, and
It's the only real hair restorer
baldness.
prevents
Its success has been remarkable.
in the world.
Other so-called hair tonics may have failed you,
but this will not. It is clean, pleasant—not sticky
or gummy, or of disagreeable odor.
Its use absolutely insures a healthy, abundant, beautiful head of hair that will last for life.

positively

JUBY.

#183 20

Kobblnt et al
Tucker
l.emleux
Smith
Mitch ill,
Me I.cod,

vs.

"93" Hair Tonic

1 40
62
4 80
Witt
1 SO
1 00
100
1 00
6 60
1 74
18 U)
SI 16
3 12
1 62
lo 70
luyft
J4 8<J
66 29
61 64

Lapham,
LaBelle,
King and Kueeell
Wlekont,
Hobbs,

A lesandro

Slddall
LeCIalr,

liassett
Cote et ale

Ferland,
Duffy

Piters and Morrill
Paradis

50 Cents Per Bottle
THE "REXALL" GUARANTEE
not

a

bottle of this hair tonic and find it doe·

bring the empty
we

bottle to us, say you are
We make

return your money.
live up to it.

We'll give the entire formula of this tonic

JS.|P.

MAXIM

Paris,Jfle.

SON, Agents,

A LOW PRICE
—

Wool

—

..

3t«'.e

*

fllondruls

vs.

«08

"

M

l.tyuors,

intox.

vs.

THE

BEFORE CIIABLKS F. WHITMAN,
SOUTH ΡΑΒΙ».

ORIGINATING

OKIU1NAT^UI, JIJ8TICK,
St tc

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,

"LnmCIPAL
MUNICIPAL

ORIGINATING BEFORE ·»**'»":
BECOBPEB BUMFOBl> FALLS
COUBT·

AI.bA

OBIGINATING BEFORE
Τ Kl AL JUSTICE,
S tu to νβ. Nelson
Hutch! ne

■

,

OBIGINATI

G

STORE

♦ 1041

Eastern Steamship Company.

Jt!

*

OBIGINATINO BEFORE JOHN L-IIOWA' t>,
THIAL JUSTICE, MEXICO.
State v». Intox. Liquors,
* 894

State

BEFORE NORWAT MUNICIPAL

REDUCED KATE!

Gasoline

BEFORE Α. Ε MOBBISON,
TBIAL JUSTICE, BUMFOBD FALLS.
State νβ. Aleeandro,
* l!<
ORIGINATING

ORIGINATING BEFORE BUMFOBU FALLS MUNICIPAL COUBT, O. WILLVBU JOHNSON, JUIXJL
·
State νβ Eva La Belle
Kva La Belle,
Kva La Hello,
Poirier and Metevler
>-·*·
Stanl« y Jonltue
·«
Cha». Lapham
Fred Russell,....
King ami Kuesc
King an Ruseell
Cote et ale
;
Joe Mitchell,
Joe Mitchell
Win. McLeod
1031
Joe Mitchell,

Cylinder

Oil.

Fare Portland to Boston $1.00

Freight

lines.

Sulky Plows.

■{
{«
£
}» g

$1.00

Commencing Monday, Sept. IT, steamers alternately leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, and India Wharf, iloaton,
daily, except Sunday, at 7 i\ m.

Disk Harrows,

};

rate»

alwayn

All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
of this Company, in insured
against tire and mariue risk.

60

Picture Frames

^tSUb^ï»^th.

and Pictures,

Specialist

REUBEN D. RAND, late of Greenwood, deceased* will and petition for probate
by Eben K. Rami, the executor «hereIn named.

presented

Mats, Mirrors

family

Chas. F. Ridlon,

Supt.

Sts.,

Village

MAINE.

and Farm

kidneys

CHANDLER,

Property

vicinity. Inquire

Builders' Finish I

Also Window & Door Frames. j

■

Planing, Sawing

Desirable Residence for Sale.

CHANDLER,

Capt.

bottle}

Pigs

JAVES

SOUTH PARIS.

™J^n

j

especially

Ihurtleff

village,

equipments

{

JAMES

Apply

see cauee.

thereof |

Pari;,

decern·*» ;
L KIMBALL STON K, late of
will and petition for probate thereof
by Emily M Stone, the executrix therein named.

EUGENE WAOSWORTH, late of Hiram, dewill and pcftlon for probate thereof
by Walter B. Twltcheft, the executor

preîenied
therein named.

SUMNER SUSSIONS, late of Woodstock. de·
erased Detltlon that Leonard S. S estons or some
other suitable person be appointed a· admlnls
trator of the estate of
by Leonard S. Sese'ons, one of the heir·

deçe^l

in

pre^nte.1|

Com-1

presented

copy—Aalrebt Γ>. PARK.

The subscriber hereby give· notice that be
has been duly appointed administrator with
the will annexed of the estate of

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby give· notice that he
baa been duly appointed administrator of the

""BENJAMINof W.NEVERS.laieofand
Part·,
the

County

"ÎT.M

in

Oxford, deceased,

|

against

New

The subscriber hereby gives nodce that .he
ias been duly appointed executrix of the last |

làtéof Norway,
"ÎEÎSTSûVo,
the County of Oxford, deeeased. All persons
η

îavlnx

demands against the estate of aald de-

SJS^Md ^rudebwS'uQ^ito Ere'rtiaMCed
Kay

to

1-gajS6««.BOIWEO.
eut, 1907.

specialty.

;

THE

I

LUNC8

Discovery I

/Consumption^

Prie·
60c & $1.00
Free Trial,

M

af

farm of about

improvements, with
as pos»ible, and

Waltkrl.ukay.
Referee InlUnkruptfV^

REMEMBER!

I Morrle

Klaln,

Norway, Me.

large !»

ι i-3 miles from a railroad station,
rhe house must have at least
rooms.

inJ

Can afford to anil will pay more for raie»,
acres ,
cal ·
*r*, and metal than any étranger that
J otirhou-e
'le,T'
lie pa*· from $5 to |9 per ton for Iron
as
re<l to htm here.
He buy* folded newspaper*.
net over
He la paying fur mixed rag·, 1 cent a pouodι lubbera according to market.
Pay» mark·»
1 rice for bran aacka.
seven

sixty
good soil, good buildings with j

modern
orchard

jjr«

ji;

Farm Wanted.
a

NOTICE.

<»r
In the Dlntrict Conn of the United Stale»
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
I
In lUnkruptqi·
PKTKR ROV,
of Rumfonl. Bankrupt. *
·'><
To the creditor* of Peter Kojr, In
bounty of Oxford nn<l district aforesaid
01
'lay
M»
the
on
Notice I* hereby Riven that
***
*prll, A. L>. 19W, the aald Peter Itof
the
that
an·!
luly adjudicated bankrupt,
neetlng of hla creditor* will l»e held at the
>f the Referee, No. S Market Square,
•aria, on the Sth day of June, A. I'·
tne
0 o'clock In thu forenoon, at which time
talil creditor* may attend, prove their c aim·.
> ip|>olntA truatoe. examine the
raneact auch other buitlnes» a* n ay properly
«me Iteforo said meeting.
South Pari·, May 14.1307.

I'*'··,**

1

BuTMtondUuickee^cûr^to^ïr·

I want

NORWAY, MAINE,

I:

THROAT and LUNG TROUB-1
LES, or MONEY BACK.
|

given

'notice.

wa

HILLS,

SOUTH PARIS.

FORI OUGHSand
V^OLOS
_Λη

|

VuTTsw7lfttel hoswellb^kvers.

Tern.·,

ni»»dea'^

Jeweler and Graduate Optician.

Dr. King's

"

the law directs. All persons having
the estate of aald deoeaaed
lemanda
desired to present the aame for settlement,
ind all Indebted thereto are requested to make

ire

CURE

AW Ρ

I

1

Scientific American.

Jft 3eiBroid*«». fjg\y jOiK

kill™, couch

WALTER L. GRAY.

through Sfutin A
in tb§

C.
Bee. «25 F 8U Washington, i).

I

Masses.'ztzufsst·#. ι
mMiy>SuWLy'

a

Nicholt St.,

Register.

NOTICE.

and Oil

taken

A handsomely llln*t rated weekly.
rulatlon of any «rlentlflc Journal.
; four month*. |L Sold by all

L M. TUFTS,

VDDISON E. HEREICE, Judge of aaldCourt.
true

Patente

ipecidl notice, without char>:tf.

Satisfaction Guaranteed,

apcolnted
.i.ce#sejl, |

I.KV1 Ρ YORK, 1'te of Hebron, deceased:,
will and petition for probate thereof
Knowlton, the executor therein |
by Α.
named.
\

!

Crayon, Water color,

Sepia

I

|

7ΙΝΛ E. STONE, late of Boston, In the
monwealth of Massachusetts, decease»!; petibe
tion lhat Itenton L. Swift cf
trus'ee In place of Luther K. Stone.
Emily M. «one, executrix of the
presentedofby
last will said Luther K. Stone.

κΓP.

Design*
Copyright· 4c.
«ending a «ketrh «tid deeoHpU'.n
quickly ascertain our opinion free ·»« Lrr,..
Invention u probably PstenuMà· α'ΐ?,.,\
tlona strictly eonfldentlal. HANDBOOK on .Ai?
•ent lr«e. olduat agency tor ··«! rinf pal*ou.
lo. recêif*

High Grade Portrait Work

|

NEWELL OOK, late of Parle, deceased ;
petition tar an allowance out of the personal
estate presented by Emily M. Cook, widow.

J^aH«

YEARS'

Anyone

Mouldings st»L.

&

presented

ceased

sali

Agent,

Patents

A. W. WALKER & SON,

Specialist

DR. PARMENTER

NORWAY,

|

P*rje,

they

tlier

,ih

EXPERIENCE

PBOBATE NOTICES·

on

low

General
J. F. LISCOMB,
Franklin Wharf, Portland, Me.

Γο all pereone interested In either of the Eiitaice
hereinafter named :
,
in
ami
At a Probate Court, held at
for the County of Oxford, on the third
ν»τ in the year of our Lord one thousand
and seven. The
lovinv been presented for the action tnereupon
It 1· hereby Obdebei»:
herolnaf te r
That notice thereof be given to all I*™"'
tereeteJ, by causing a copy of this order to m

titSSJSZ

ax

steamers

GEORGE M. ATWOOD,
Treasurer of Oxford County.

?milcated,

:

Stateroom

Manure Spreaders,

,2i.
J-'I

olne'hundred

v

Portland Division.

OOUBT, WILLIAM F. JONES, JUDOE.
νβ. Robblne
· " 41

21-23

oruggists

ΒΕΝΝί-ΓΤ,

OIiTeaD.

STu.
δβΙ&ΛΛ». ϊη,ι S; biîS
If

Carpets

to

whoever asks for it.

BEFORE MEUKITT PABSONS,
TBIAL JUSTICE, BUCEFIBLD.
Llttl" field
* »
Lemleux
^
·>""
Κλπ ington

VS.

you,

this guarantee and

ORIGINATING

suie

cure

dissatisfied, and we'll

it in

vi.

If you get

—

Shop,

Maine.

more time
more money, and have
are
to make money, when wheels

aijd

Terms

Norway,

lighter—Wagon

seems

and team wear

all^

PTtr'.nuVl«rm's..»ed

YokK.

Mica
Axle
Grease
Helps the Wagon up
<
the Hill

Sufferers

ce'e»|

NEW

■go NASSAU

MOSES P. STILES, District Mgr

South Paris.

Free to

^AUhe

j

heat,· Norway

steam

All in apple
and spring water
order.
A. E. SHURTLEFF,

propping

oil?

in the World,"
"LargestSTREET.

issues checks payable
in nearly all parts of
the world in the curren-

cy of the country
which drawn.

Agency,

The E. A Strout Farm

Norway National Bank

The Alva Shurtleff house in South
Paris. Location on Ple?sant Street
Lot 75
is one of the beet in town.
Twelve room
fret.
200
over

br®?k®

"»t

County.

FOR SALE.

•houW°1tfl^® JI

andjweet

fat,

ialè

THE...

...

Monroe, Me, 1906.
"We have used the true 4L. F.'
in our family for
Bitter·
Atwood's
twenty-five years with good results.
We always keep them in the house.
are excellent for stomach trouThey
ble. Respectfully yours, J. A. Braley;
Some of the most common causes of
ill health are hasty meals, unwise diet,
The stomach rebels
and over-eating.
under such abuse and sickness follows.
Such errors may be quickly righted by a
few doses of the "L. F." Atwood's Bitters. They sweeten stomach, cleanse the
bowels, arouse liver, and purify blood.
36c. at druggists.

iStf

»PPe»retJ b®^

"'The^best chop for

2.08 14
2.08 1-4
2.09

FREE Hating blanks. \0 adpayment required.

vance

If you desire to purchaee real estate
We have for
write or call on ue.
in Oxford
aome of the beet farms

THE

£3a £m

tipped.

JEWEL.

oia

thJ· W0°JJ

.V,.top«f.h·»

"just

Weighs I200jbs.

They
Black Crow's Mistake Maintain
Good HealtH
An Anfrnal Story
Utile PolHs

%-■·ϊ5 $5T.

bTa

our

No. 118.—Diamond.
1. A letter io forest
2. A beautiful kind of shade tree.
8. Au article of fashionable attire.
4. One of the great beauties of na- on milk alone and their mothers are
ture.
oblivious to wobbly little legs andpale
and puffy faces. Their weight1 "c
5. Not at all cheerful.
β. Skill In performing certain actions. while their muscles do not, and having
be
been told it is the weight that
-7. A letter In eprlng.
watched they feel a virtuous and righteous satisfaction over each additional
No. 117.—Illustrated Primal Acroeti*.
half-pound at which the scales are

Sired by Dakk Dkvii., by Mambkixo Kinu, "The Handsomest
Horse in the World." Dam Jkwkl.

DAM OF
LORD MARCH
DIAMOND KINO p)
POINT DEXTER

Feed

IP YOU want a quick cash
•ale (or your country
prop,
erty, write for our improved

Por

wasn't for editors and editing
pretty fair sort of a world. Bet
crowb
editors are forever taking
ind raisins the devil and the devil is ai
The crows bad been eating more of
b. get· «urtrf, Md
Farmer Brown's corn tban usual and
there
often there is no pitch hot, and
the farmer Kot out bis gun and took
being no pitch hot the devil unpaid goes
bis garden patcb. His
tb. world e*kog«iom bis position In
of corn about
he may devour. All tb. trouble io tbl. wife scattered a handful
Tbe crows flew all
world is started by editors. And what on the ground.
io they get ont of it? Nothing but board around and high up in tbe air and
,nd clothes, and the support of their peeped down at tbe little grains of
humiliated and discredited
corn on tbe ground and wished that
Why are editors any way? What ever they could get them without being shot
The
use?
the
lastingly and eternally is
by the farmer.
sditor rlseth In the morning foil of high
Dut after awhile the black crow
and
beautiful
Ideals,
bopes and
bulging
that he would play a good joke
thought
unava
of
full
at
to
bed
night
hegoeth
farmer and get all the corn thai
Ing regrets and typographical error·. on the
He oranceth up to the dragon of evl1· he wanted without getting hurt.
"I'll go down there," he said to himind soaketh It, when lo, it champeth and
and he is not! He merely mon- self. "and tell the farmer that 1 am
Iceveth with the buzz-saw of popular one of the best crows that ever lived,
lentlment and picketh
iack and toteth himself to the scrap
heap. Berejoiceth in hie
patteth himself on the back;
and
himself with unctton
He
ihurneth his opponent ^
îlappetb himself on the belly and point

Bablee.
Of courte special babies require special
β™»
diet, and while some thrive
strong on farinaceous foods others will
pine away without a goodly ""PP1* of
meat.
Some get along reasonably well
What to

Editors.
un the handsome

That ua
Journal, "make· u· tired.
strange coincidence; they make, u· t red
too. We sometime* think that Η w

Colukk, Oxford Democrat, South Pari·, Me

The Mehlin, Poole, Merrill, Prescott and The Lauter Player Piano,
are sold for just as low
are all first class, high grade instruments, and
Also I have
instrument.
of
the
the
quality
money as they can be sold for
Prices
on hand.
stock
A
always
large
several medium grade pianos.
we will try and interest you in
and
for
Send
terms
catalogue
low,
easy.
that are on the market.
the best

Util

"Editor·

"

LEO M I. HARLOW,
134 Chandler St., Boston, Mass.

IBS'· Early RIaer·

